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Abstract
Increasing distribution of the global workforce are leading to collaborative work
among remote coworkers. The emergence of such remote collaboration is essentially
supported by technology advancements of screen-based devices ranging from tablet
or laptop to large displays. However, these devices, especially personal and mobile
computers, still suffer from certain limitations caused by their form factors, that
hinder supporting workspace awareness through non-verbal communication such
as bodily gestures or gaze. This thesis thus aims to design novel interfaces and
interaction techniques to improve remote coworkers’ workspace awareness through
such non-verbal cues using 2D interactive surfaces.
The thesis starts off by exploring how visual cues support workspace awareness in
facilitated brainstorming of hybrid teams of co-located and remote coworkers. Based
on insights from this exploration, the thesis introduces three interfaces for mobile
devices that help users maintain and convey their workspace awareness with their
coworkers. The first interface is a virtual environment that allows a remote person to
effectively maintain his/her awareness of his/her co-located collaborators’ activities
while interacting with the shared workspace. To help a person better express his/her
hand gestures in remote collaboration using a mobile device, the second interface
presents a lightweight add-on for capturing hand images on and above the device’s
screen; and overlaying them on collaborators’ device to improve their workspace
awareness. The third interface strategically leverages the entire screen space of a
conventional laptop to better convey a remote person’s gaze to his/her co-located
collaborators. Building on the top of these three interfaces, the thesis envisions an
interface that supports a person using a mobile device to effectively collaborate with
remote coworkers working with a large display.
Together, these interfaces demonstrate the possibilities to innovate on commodity
devices to offer richer non-verbal communication and better support workspace
awareness in remote collaboration.
Keywords: Remote collaboration, 2D interactive surfaces, gaze, hand gestures,
virtual collaboration, mobile devices, telepresence
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Preface
I guess my journey in the field of human computer interaction was ignited when I was
still a kid living in a small village in Vietnam. Back then, I was always fascinated by
the futuristic computer interfaces that I saw in Hollywood sci-fi movies and then
trying to replicate them through my sketches on the yard of my house. However,
even in my craziest dream, I had never imagined that my future would be as a person
creating and exploring such things everyday. Of course, in the wildest thoughts,
neither my family nor I would ever dare to believe that one day I could get this far,
writing this manuscript for a doctoral degree.
Personally, I have never seen myself as a true scholar as I enjoy creating tangible
artifacts rather than producing knowledge. Frankly, when I started this position, I
just considered this as a chance to realize the futuristic interfaces that I had been
hooking into. Deriving scientific knowledge from such creations was not considered
rigorously at that beginning. Nevertheless, I gradually changed my mind, even
though I have to confess that it was initially to satisfy submission requirements in
the field. I would say that such requirements are really meaningful to me. While
trying to learn about interfaces and interaction techniques from user-centered and
somehow theoretical perspectives, I could figure out that the actual beauty of the
futuristic interfaces that attracted me lay in their usability — how they might help
improve users’ performance in their tasks. Sometimes, it was also quite heartbreaking
for me to realize that some concepts I used to fancy are actually not that useful
to users. However, this painful experience was a necessary step for me towards
creating futuristic values that are applicable in reality. Honestly, it has an important
role in shaping my doctoral research that will be presented in this manuscript. My
doctoral research is also the reflection of my current research mindset - supporting
futuristic interactions using pragmatic interface designs, which I hope this thesis can
adequately convey to readers.
In the end, although I have gotten myself acquainted with certain theoretical
aspects in human-computer interaction, I would still position myself as a maker,
a creator or, flashier, an inventor, who loves creating novel interfaces and ways of
interaction that hopefully help people live and work more conveniently and joyfully.
However, whatever I regard myself today, it all started from the little kid sketching
futuristic concepts on the ground in a small village in Vietnam twenty five years ago.
For that reason, I hope that what is presented in this thesis can make him satisfied
with regard to his imagination.
Khanh-Duy Le
ix
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Part I
Introductory Chapters

Chapter 1
Setting the Scene
1.1 Introduction
“I slip into my routine in Bali with ease: yoga at 7am, a hemp smoothie for breakfast,
a raw-food lunch, then working on my computer with my clients in Austria and UK,
who are several hours different from me, and slinking off at 8pm for dinner”. That is
how Anna Hart described her work life as a “digital nomad”, living in Indonesia while
remotely running her business with her geographically-dispersed clients, published
in The Telegraph in 2015 1. Digital nomads like Anna, referring to people using
telecommunication technologies to earn a living and, more generally, conduct their
life in a nomadic manner 2, are a new type of human workforce, gradually becoming
mainstream 3. This style of work life hugely benefits from technology developments
especially in personal computing and telecommunication. With a laptop or a tablet
connected to the internet, they can communicate with their business partners, get
contracts settled, accomplish several kinds of tasks and deliver different types of
business products almost anywhere and anytime (e.g. while sitting on a train, a bus or
an airplane or lying down on a beach). Due to its mobility and flexibility advantages,
many even believe that digital nomadism and remote working will become the future
of the human workforce.
Remote working and digital nomadism not only provide a comfortable work
experience to workers but also financial benefits to employers. Effective remote
working can help companies and corporates reduce business traveling expenses of
employees for face-to-face meetings. It can also help cut off budgets for employees’
relocation. Therefore, many companies and organizations are experimenting digital
nomadism with their employees. Companies like GitHub, ePublishing, OnTheGoSys-
tems, or Working Solutions have already turned to hiring digital nomads. Most
recently, Chalmers University of Technology experimented with reducing the number
of private offices and increasing open working spaces instead. This means that
1https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/features/11597145/Living-and-working-in-
paradise-the-rise-of-the-digital-nomad.html
2https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_nomad
3https://www.forbes.com/sites/elainepofeldt/2018/08/30/digital-nomadism-goes-
mainstream
3
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employees were encouraged to work with more location flexibility and mobility. They
can stay at home while finishing their job using their computer and just need to
stop by the school if needed (e.g. department or division meetings). A distributed
setting commonly found nowadays is hub-satellite, referring to scenarios where one
or multiple nomadic individuals (referred to as satellite workers) remotely work with
their co-located team (referred to as hub). Such team settings can be found in several
contexts: a design team’s meeting, a project planning session, a follow-up meeting of
a doctoral student’s committee or a meeting of consultants and clients on certain
products, etc. This kind of team settings has also been documented as trendy in
academic literature but is still perceived as particularly receiving inadequate support,
especially for the satellite worker [81, 143, 88, 91].
Any significant changes in the way humans work usually began from disruptive
technology developments. For example, the introduction of engines in the 18th
century led to the first industrialization, resulting in a new class of human labour
called factory workers, who used to be farmers or craftsmen but were now brought to
factories and worked together on giant machines. Similarly, the emergence of digital
nomadism and remote working today is driven by the rapid development of computing
devices. Since the introduction of the first personal computer in the 1970s, we have
witnessed significant transformations of computer interfaces. Computers nowadays
do not solely refer to box-size desktop devices but also wall-size screens at public
places such as airports, train stations and commercial complexes or handheld devices
such as tablets, smartphones, and even wearable form factors such as smartwatches
and rings. In offices, large interactive displays are gradually replacing whiteboards
and flip-charts due to their viewability to multiple people in a room and flexible
interactions with digital contents displayed on them. With powerful processing
units combined with rich sensors and connectivity packaged in compact form factors,
personal devices like laptops, tablets and even phones allow users to accomplish
several tasks from finishing business deliverables to video-conferencing with a distant
partner while being on the go. These technology advancements serve as a necessary
condition for the human workforce to desire a shift in the way they work together,
even in complicated tasks such as creative problem solving or technology support,
from physically collocated to remote working, as the latter offers more flexibility,
comfortability and economic benefits for dispersed teams and organizations.
However, we are not there yet where most of people can work remotely. Ac-
cording to a research conducted by the Global Business Travel Association, global
business travel spending topped a record-breaking $1.2 trillion in 2015, reached $1.33
trillion in 2017 and is predicted to reach $1.6 trillion in 2020 4. Figure 1.1 shows
the global business travel spendings from 2015 to 2017 5. Even though business
trips are not only costly but also uncomfortable due to their intense and short
duration, business travel spendings are still on the rise. Regardless of the adoption
of various telecommunication technologies such as email, shared documents, and
video conferencing systems, face-to-face meetings are still the king when it comes
4https://www.inc.com/peter-economy/7-surprising-tricks-for-savvy-business-
travelers.html
5https://www.statista.com/statistics/612244/global-business-travel-spending/
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Figure 1.1: Global business travel spending from 2015 to 2017
to certain crucial collaborative tasks such as project milestone meeting, creative
problem solving, and technology support. Although we have witnessed the rapidly
increased internet bandwidth and the booming quantity of teleconference solutions,
existing combinations of technology infrastructures and interface designs still cannot
adequately resemble different characteristics of face-to-face collaboration. While
current teleconference solutions can already allow users to hear and see their remote
partners via audio and video channel, several subtle nonverbal communication cues
cannot be successfully conveyed in their interfaces.
In “Distance matters” [108], one of the most impactful publications in the field of
computer supported cooperative work (CSCW), Gary M. Olson and Judith S. Olson,
suggested that in order for people to collaborate successfully, they need to have an
adequate level of common ground. Common ground refers to the knowledge that the
participants in a collaboration have in common, and they are aware that they have
in common. The knowledge forming the participants’ common ground includes not
only the understanding on the collaborative tasks, but also the comprehension on
the participants’ status such as where they are and what they are doing with regard
to the tasks. Therefore, to achieve a high level of common ground, the environment
for collaboration must be able to support the participants to be adequately aware of
various nonverbal cues of the others. Gary M. Olson and Judith S. Olson exemplified
this with a meeting of a design team where all the team members were collocated.
In such settings, a team member can be easily aware of a team member’s attention
to some direction (e.g. pointing to drawings on a flip-chart, or gazing at someone
or something in the room). Or a team member can also easily interpret the idea of
another one by being aware of his/her gestures. Those aforementioned nonverbal
cues are subtle but always exist in almost every face-to-face collaboration, making
in-person communication intuitive and efficient.
Nevertheless, when one or more collaborators are not co-located, the situation can
get more complicated. For example, with a design team scenario, when a collaborator
is not in the same room, maintaining awareness to achieve high levels of common
ground, requires conveying adequately the team’s space to the remote collaborator
(e.g. the presence of people and artifacts as well as their locations in the room), and
6 1.2. MERCO project
Figure 1.2: Illustration envisioning outcomes of MERCO project
to support the remote collaborator’s access to shared artifacts (i.e. artifacts involved
in the collaboration session that all participants have the right to access such as
flip-charts or physical prototypes). Likewise, conveying the remote collaborator’s
attention (e.g. pointing at shared artifacts or gazing at someone or something in the
room) is also crucial to keep the collocated team aware of the counter part.
Although humans have been witnessing the rocketing development of computers
and their related infrastructure to make remote collaboration more efficient and
prevalent, there are still several technological issues to address, including designing
suitable computer interfaces to support intuitive interaction and effective remote com-
munication. While novel computing devices have been in research and development,
promising non-precedential affordances, interaction and experiences, 2D interactive
surfaces such as large displays, laptops, tablets or even smartphones will long still
be considered as commodity devices for a majority of people. Hence, designing
to support awareness in communication and interaction using such devices plays
an important role in fostering remote collaboration. Although current interactive
surfaces can support rich interaction modalities, there are still certain limitations
caused by their form factor that can make conveying nonverbal communication
cues challenging in remote collaboration. As it is not practical for nomadic workers
to carry devices that are typically used in meeting rooms to capture and present
non-verbal communication, it is thus essential to provide them more compact and
lightweight solutions that allow them to achieve similar results with a high level of
mobility. Throughout the works included in this thesis, my contributions demonstrate
approaches to leverage and complement the form factor and affordances of off-the-
shelf 2D interactive interfaces to facilitate users’ awareness on their collaboration
partner. My approaches rely either solely on software-based solutions or minimal
hardware instrumentation on off-the-shelf devices, promising their applicability to
reality.
1.2 MERCO project
Moving along with the global trend of fostering remote working in business, several
industrial partners of our lab expressed their interest in researching and developing
novel solutions for remote collaboration. This interest led to a collaborative research
project called MERCO (Mediated Effective Remote Collaboration) among seven
partner organizations from two countries, starting in 2014. The project partners
included two academic research institutions (Chalmers University of Technology (Swe-
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den) and ETH Zurich (Switzerland)) and five industrial organizations (Ericsson AB,
SEMCON AB, Touchtech AB (Sweden), AVS Systeme AG, and Intelliconcept AG
(Switzerland)). It is worth noting that the industrial partners had different business
interests and expectations in this project. Ericsson AB was looking for solutions
to support collaborative creative problem-solving activities in the company such as
brainstorming in remote settings due to the distribution of the company’s offices
all over the world. SEMCON AB, as an international industrial-design consulting
firm, expected to have cutting-edge remote collaboration to raise its appeal to cus-
tomers and clients worldwide as well as using it for internal processes. Likewise,
Touchtech AB, AVS Systeme AG and Intelliconcept AG hoped the extended software
capabilities realized within the MERCO project would help them towards increasing
sales in the company’s main applications in the field such as exhibitions, showrooms,
fairs, workshops and meetings. In addition to that, for AVS Systeme AG and Intelli-
concept AG, most of the commercial expectations from the project were based on
an extension of existing systems with low technical modification only. In short, the
MERCO project aimed to provide software solutions facilitating remote collaboration
using off-the-shelf hardware technologies with minimal instrumentation (see Figure
1.2). Since the deliverables promised were fixed and agreed upon at the beginning of
the project, the execution of the project was clearly defined.
As I principally worked as one of the main researchers in MERCO during the first
two years and a half of my doctoral study, the project had a significant influence on
the research work included in this thesis. Apart from a system designed to support
facilitated collaborative creative problem solving in remote collaboration settings
delivered, the user study on the designed system not only suggested various design
considerations for similar systems in the future but also unveiled different research
aspects that I continued to explore in the other works included in this thesis.
1.3 Why designing for 2D interactive surfaces?
Humans have a long history of using two-dimensional (2D) surfaces of different
sizes for communication. Thousands of years ago, humans already made large-scale
paintings and writings on the walls of caves, tombs and temples that allow multiple
people to view at a time. At smaller scales, ancient humans inscribed their writings
on paper and flat surfaces of grave stones. After thousands of years, although
technologies have gone through disruptive changes, 2D surfaces are still the most
standard form factor for us to present information and to mediate our communication
with each other. Not being limited to only physical surfaces like paper, metal or
concrete, we are now interacting with computer screens, which are mainly in the
form of 2D interactive surfaces, almost at anytime and anywhere in our daily life.
Computer screens allow us to work in various settings. Large displays allow us to
perform tasks in collaborative settings, from viewing information on public displays
to collaborating for problem solving such as data analysis, group brainstorming and
remote surveillance. Smartphones, tablets or laptops are suitable to perform tasks
in individual settings such as writing or media editing due to their smaller screen
sizes. Furthermore, those surfaces can also be combined to effectively assist people
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Figure 1.3: Left: Using multiple tablets for data visualization [85]; Center: Using
tablet for remote interaction with a large display [152]; Right: An envisioned
scenario of combining mobile devices and large display in remote collaboration in
”A Day Made of Glass”
in several tasks. For instance, tablets and smartphones can be used to interact with
large displays from a distance to reduce users’ fatigue while maintaining overviews
on the displays [93, 86, 112] (see 1.3). Tablets and smartphones can be combined to
assist complex data analysis and sense making activities [13, 85, 97, 152, 153] (see
1.3). Two-dimensional interactive surfaces also interweave in remote collaboration.
People communicate and collaborate remotely via different settings of 2D interactive
surfaces. For example, it is quite common that a satellite worker uses a tablet
or laptop to video-conference with his/her hub coworkers who are collocated in a
meeting room, viewing his/her video feed and sharing content with him/her on a
large screen. The viral "A Day of Glass" video in 2012 6, which envisions ways
of human-computer interaction in a near future, also significantly features the use
of different 2D interactive glass surfaces in various activities in our future daily
life. Even though the envisioned surfaces are different from our current 2D-screen
devices in terms of transparency, the similar 2D screen’s form factors and sizes
can make it easy to apply current interaction techniques for 2D surfaces on them.
Apart from that, this vision from the industry strengthens the argument that 2D
interactive surfaces will still remain as commodity interactive platforms, at least in
the near future. This is an important notice for designing systems for collaboration,
especially in remote settings. Also in “Distance matters”, Gary M. Olson and Judith
S. Olson mentioned “technology readiness” as one of the important characteristics
for a successful remote collaboration. Technology readiness refers to the alignment of
technology support among remote collaboration sides. Poor alignment of technology
support and the requirements for a new technology are a major inhibitor for successful
collaboration [137]. For example, a video conferencing session will be disrupted if one
side cannot manage to provide the video feed of their side as the other sides could
not easily know what is happening there. Similarly, even though novel interactive
computing platforms such as Mixed Reality (MR) glasses or holographic screens are
emerging, there is a long way to go until they will be adopted as commodity devices
due to obstacles in technology and social acceptability. Therefore, only focusing
on supporting those futuristic platforms might lead to poor technology support
alignment and reduce technology readiness for those who own 2D-screen devices,
which will still remain as commodity devices in a near future.
6https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jZkHpNnXLB0
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I believe that the affordances of 2D interactive surfaces in comparison with recently
emerging interactive platforms like VR, MR headsets or holographic displays can still
warrant their commodity in the coming years despite certain limitations. One of the
main challenges for users when using those emerging platforms is interacting with
and manipulating the visualized digital information. Even though information can be
visualized in 3D, it is still virtual. Therefore, direct interactions with the visualization
such as pointing or grabbing a virtual object with hand gestures can cause physical
fatigue. The reason of this is that the interactions are in-air and have no physical
contact with the targets, hence interacting body parts like hands or arms receive no
physical support and muscles have to maintain a certain contraction level to keep
the gestures at the correct posture and position [62]. Fatigue caused by mid-air
gestures has been reported in previous systems [10, 57]. Additionally, missing physical
feedback like touch feeling from the target also reduces the realistic experience of
the interaction [64]. Several research projects have attempted to mitigate this issue.
Some work repurposed surrounding physical spaces to couple touch interaction with
virtual contents [6, 17]. However, these approaches are not suitable for nomadic
workers and also suffer from certain social acceptability issues. Other approaches
employed haptic repurposing on handheld devices to provide more mobile solutions to
coupling touch interaction with virtual contents [148, 18]. However, these repurposing
approaches are only applicable in virtual reality contexts and also likely to have social
acceptability issues. Interactive surfaces can mitigate this issue. While interacting
with interactive surfaces, users mostly rely on touch gestures or mouses. Either
way, touch interaction between users’ fingers with the surfaces or the nice cause
less fatigue than mid-air gestures, making it more efficient in certain tasks [8, 70].
Leveraging this advantage, recent research combined interactive surfaces with mixed
reality to provide more efficient interactions with virtual information [54, 156]. This
promises new interaction techniques with interactive surfaces rather than an end for
this interactive platform.
Compared to 2D surfaces, those emerging platforms have more display dimensions,
thus offering more realistic and immersive information visualizations. However, they
may introduce issues in collaboration where participants have different perspectives
on the shared workspace visualized by the platforms, thus see different content and
can be occluded to what is seen by the others. This can reduce the common ground
in collaboration. In contrast, even though information visualized on 2D surfaces is
constrained to flat displays, it provides more consistent presentations viewed from
different perspectives. This might help maintain a good level of common ground in
collaboration as participants can share similar knowledge about information shown
on the shared display.
Affordances of 2D interactive surfaces offer the aforementioned significant ad-
vantages but also have noticeable limitations that can hinder user interaction and
negatively affect collaboration. Although touch interaction on interactive surfaces
can reduce a user’s physical fatigue, in certain tasks it is sometimes not sufficient to
efficiently convey complex user gestures. For example, in the meeting of a design
team on prototypes of a product, especially physical ones, team members sometimes
need to express certain complex actions such as twisting or rotating the prototypes.
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Those actions can be quickly mimicked by in-air hand gestures but may take more
effort to be expressed verbally or via touch interaction on the screen. Another
interaction limitation of many 2D interactive surfaces is the small screen sizes, com-
monly found on mobile devices like smartphone, tablet or laptop, which can hinder
user interaction in remote collaboration. For example, many problems could arise
when a satellite worker uses a tablet or a laptop to remotely collaborate with his
hub coworkers sitting in a meeting and probably also working with a large display.
First, the remote participant often needs to be able to view the entire collocated
team’s room space including all the participants and the large display. He might
also need to be able to access and interact with the display like other people in
the room. In order to maintain a high level of common ground and the remote
person’s sense of being present in the room, it is also important to convey to him the
spatial arrangement of people and artifacts in the room. Small screen sizes of laptops
or tablets make it particularly challenging to aggregate all of the aforementioned
design requirements in one interface. Besides that, small screen sizes can also make
it difficult to convey the attention of the remote person towards the collocated team.
With a person sitting in the room, his attention to another person or a location
in the room is easily perceivable by those in the room, as his attention movements
(e.g. change looking direction) usually have sufficient magnitude to be noticed and
differentiated. However, when the remote person views the collocated group on a
tablet or laptop without appropriate presentations, the small screen of the device can
make his attention incorrectly perceived by his team. This can lead to the reduced
presence of the remote person in the collocated team.
Two-dimensional interactive surfaces not only offer several possibilities but also
imply various challenges in designing effective interfaces for remote collaboration.
Therefore, designing for this platform requires to not only leverage its strength
but also mitigate the weaknesses. Furthermore, approaches aiming to mitigate the
weaknesses should balance between enriching user interaction and maintaining the
commodity of the platform, ensuring a high level of technology readiness in remote
collaboration. For example, solutions for extending the interaction space of mobile
devices should not reduce their mobility, thus should require minimum hardware
instrumentation. Driven by this design mindset, works included in this thesis focus
on exploiting new interaction possibilities with the given form factor of commodity
devices combined with lightweight instrumentation if needed. Details of how the
included works are in line with this design mindset will be further described in the
paper summary section.
Chapter 2
Background and Related Work
As this thesis includes designs that support workspace awareness in remote collab-
oration, it is important to first provide readers brief theoretical knowledge about
this type of awareness. In this part, the thesis will consequently go through three
definitions: workspaces, awareness and workspace awareness. Following that, the
thesis will cover how this type of awareness has been supported in different remote
collaboration settings using interactive surfaces.
2.1 What is workspace awareness?
To clarify the meaning of “workspace awareness”, I believe that it is necessary to
explore the meaning of “workspace” and “awareness” separately, in the context of
collaboration, before discussing a shared understanding of the compound term.
2.1.1 Workspaces
Derived from a definition by Gutwin and Greenberg [50], a workspace is a bounded
space where an agent (e.g. a person) performing a work can see, generate and
manipulate artifacts related to the work. In collaboration, there are multiple people
working on a task. The workspace where people in the collaboration can perform
the aforementioned activities is called shared workspace. For example, when a team
is having a brainstorming session, the shared workspace can be the table surface
or the wall where the team members put up sticky notes for discussion. Likewise,
together with the development of computing technology, shared workspaces can be
digitally interactive. For example, nowadays a shared workspace can be a large
display where multiple people can analyze data or carry out emergency response
together. When it comes to remote collaboration, based on the existing definition of
shared workspaces, a remote collaboration’s shared workspace is the space where
involved people can remotely perform activities related to the work. For example,
when two people remotely draw together, the drawing canvas shown on each person’s
device (e.g. desktop, laptop, tablet or smartphone) presents the shared workspace.
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2.1.2 Awareness
Despite having been investigated from early on in the history of CSCW, there
is no single definition of “awareness” that works well for the larger community
of HCI/CSCW. Ensley [32] defined “awareness” as knowledge created through
interaction between an agent and its environment — in simple terms, “knowing
what is going on”. Gutwin and Greenberg [50] derived four basic characteristics of
awareness from literature [1, 32, 105].
1. Awareness is knowledge about the state of a particular environment.
2. Environments change over time, so awareness must be kept up to date.
3. People maintain their awareness by interacting with the environment.
4. Awareness is usually a secondary goal - that is, the overall goal is not simply
to maintain awareness but to complete some task in the environment.
In a CSCW context, Schmidt [129] mentioned that “awareness” usually does not refer
to some special category of mental state existing independently of action but to an
actor being or becoming aware of something or someone. One of most widely-cited
definitions of “awareness” was suggested by Dourish and Bellotti [30] in which it is
referred to as an actor’s understanding of the activities of others, which provides a
context for the activity of that actor. In addition, awareness also means that actors
will adjust, align, or integrate their activities tacitly and unobtrusively to the thing or
the person they are aware of [30]. For example, when multiple users are working with
a shared text editor, each user’s presence in the system is represented by a cursor,
often having a distinct color. When a user sees the cursor of another participant
at a place in the document, he/she knows that the other user is working at that
place and will try to avoid manipulating there in order to avoid conflicts. We can
see that the user’s awareness in this example complies with the four characteristics
derived by Gutwin and Greenberg. To keep being updated about the knowledge of a
state of the editor (i.e. locations of users’ cursors), the users need to at least look
at the editing view or even click at the symbol of a user to locate his/her cursor.
However, being aware of the cursors of other users is not the main goal here, rather,
the main task is to finish a writing together. Studies also showed that in distributed
settings, facilitating users’ awareness on their remote counterparts can improve the
perceived connection among each other and make them more engaged in their mutual
communication [56, 101]. While there are several types of awareness in collaboration
that have been investigated such as conversational awareness [21], casual awareness
[11] and situation awareness [42], works included in this thesis focus on supporting
workspace awareness in collaborative systems, especially in remote settings.
2.1.3 Workspace awareness
Gutwin and Greenberg [50] defined workspace awareness as up-to-the-moment un-
derstanding of another person’s interaction within a shared workspace. Gutwin and
Greenberg further discussed boundaries of this concept. First, workspace awareness is
an understanding of people in the workspace, rather than just of the workspace itself.
Second, workspace awareness is limited to events happening inside the workspace.
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Third, workspace awareness is a specialized kind of situation awareness - where the
situation comprises the other team members interacting with the shared workspace.
Three basic information elements that make up workspace awareness are “who,
what, and where” questions about other team members and their activities [50].
When we are working with our collaborators in a shared workspace, these elements
reflect essential knowledge we need to possess: who we are working with, what they
are doing, and where they are working. “Who” awareness is the knowledge that there
are others in the workspace, who they are and the authorship mapping between an
action and the person carrying it out. “What” awareness covers the understanding
of what artifacts on the workspace another person is working on or even about to
interact with. “Where” awareness covering location, gaze, view and reach refers to
understanding of where a person is working, where they are looking, what they can
see and where in the workspace they can change things.
Workspace awareness can be gathered through several channels. The most
prevalent means of communication in which workspace awareness can be formed is
verbal conversation where people explicitly state what and where they are doing
something or are about to do. In addition, bodily communication such as the
collaborator’s position, posture or movements of heads, arms, eyes, and hands
provides rich sources of information about people’s interaction and intention. For
example, people can easily rely on the pointing direction of a person’s hand to know
what he/she is referring to. Or when a person turns his/her head, other people can
estimate his/her next focus. Moreover, workspace awareness can also emerge from
positions, orientations and movements of artifacts in the shared workspace. When
people interact with the workspace, this information will keep changing, which after
a while collaborators can use to derive understandings about the others’ work in
the space. For example, Gutwin and Greenberg provided an example of two pilots
in an airplane cockpit to illustrate the role of artifacts in the shared workspace in
maintaining collaborators’ workspace awareness. In particular, when a pilot moves
a control gear, even if the other pilot could not see such at-moment action, by
observing the changes in the gear’s location a while later, he/she could know about
the aforementioned activity of his/her coworker. Another example in the context of
a brainstorming session, when a sticky note is moved to another location, although
some team’s member can miss such movements due to certain distraction, he/she
can still be informed about the changes on the shared workspace when seeing the
change of location of the note.
Workspace awareness can benefit different aspects of collaboration. First, workspace
awareness helps collaborators manage “coupling”, which Savaldor et al. [127] call
the degree to which people are working together. When people are sufficiently
informed about the statuses of their collaborators on the shared workspace, they
tend to collaborate more tightly with other people and can exploit the opportunity
to share and discuss or make decisions. Second, workspace awareness helps simplify
communication among collaborators. While interacting with the workspace, people
usually perform deictic references, pointing or gesturing to indicate a noun used
in conversations, and use many utterances like “this one”, “that one”, “here” and
“there” [131]. This allows communication among collaborators to be much more
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efficient as verbal communication can be shortened. Gaze awareness, knowing where
another is looking at, also helps one quickly perceive the attention or intention of
another without the need of explicit expressions through verbal or bodily communi-
cation. Having good workspace awareness also helps participants better coordinate
the work. Knowing or being able to predict where and what another is working on,
a person can choose a task and a location in the workspace to avoid conflicts, and
reduce misunderstandings [45]. These are the benefits that workspace awareness
can provide to reduce effort, increase efficiency, and reduce errors in collaboration
activities [50]. These benefits were not only observed and leveraged in analog teams
but also in cross-device co-located collaborations to improve users’ experience and
efficacy in digitally sharing information among each other [94, 98].
Apart from improving team efficiency, workspace awareness has also been argued
to improve “presence” - the sensation that people have whenever they feel that they
can be perceived by others in whatever they are doing, including their experiences of
the others [41]. Frößler argued that the perception of presence can be likely the result
of the extensive exchange of awareness information, making one believe that others
know what he/she is doing [41]. This perception of presence is very important to
group communication as future communicative practices might be altered according
to how people perceive their current communication [41]. For example, a person
feeling he/she can be perceived by others, will tend to elicit more communication
cues , which will foster the collaboration process. In contrast, if he/she feels not
well-perceived by others, he/she might be reluctant to express himself/herself later
on, thus reducing team comprehension. In short, although workspace awareness is
not the primary goal in communication, supporting it is crucial for seamless and
efficient collaboration.
2.2 Related work
In co-located settings, collaborators can typically take workspace awareness cues for
granted from the environment as people and artifacts can be easily seen. However
in remote collaboration, a collaborative system needs to principally present the
information of the presence and current activities of their remote collaborators on the
shared workspace via digital cues. Even though there is no systematic categorization
on the representations of such cues, by surveying workspace awareness supports
in the literature, they can be considered to range in a spectrum of two extremes:
mediated and unmediated forms.
• Mediated forms: As defined by Kirk et al. [77], mediated forms are represen-
tations that require users’ effort to extrapolate by “decoding” and aligning
them with the actual information they represent. For example, when looking
at a color-coded cursor on a shared text editor, a user first needs to map from
its color to a corresponding user. Second, based on the state of the cursor
(e.g. moving or idle for a while), the user will need to guess whether the corre-
sponding user is actively working on the document. This concept can be found
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not only in shared text editors but also in creative collaboration. For exam-
ple, to support collaborators’ workspace awareness in information co-curation,
Co-Curator [118] visualizes a pulsating dot to inform everybody about the
current point of interest of the corresponding collaborator corresponding on a
timeline of inspiration sources. Another example of this is by using Mediated
representations are not limited to visual forms. For example, Gutwin et al.
[51] used synthesized chalk sounds to inform users about activities of their
collaborators on parts of the shared workspace they cannot see.
• Unmediated forms: Opposite to mediated forms, unmediated forms require
almost no efforts from the users to extrapolate the information they represent.
To achieve this, these forms typically employ representations that are realisti-
cally consistent with the original information. For example, overlaying hand
images of a remote instructor on the workspace of a local worker would require
the worker almost no effort to “decode” to understand the instructor’s hand
gestures [22].
In general, visual cues still play a dominant role in either representation forms
in supporting workspace awareness in collaboration using 2D interactive surfaces.
To represent the presence, activities and intentions of collaborators on the shared
workspace, effective approaches are to visualize movements and actions of users
conveyed via gestures of different body parts (e.g. hands, figures, torso) and even
gaze (conveyed via head and gaze). Next, we unpack how bodily gestures and gaze
have been exploited to support workspace awareness in remote collaboration and
position our contributions in the field.
2.2.1 Supporting workspace awareness through bodily ges-
ture visualization
As workspace awareness is the knowledge of what a collaborator is doing on a
location in the shared workspace, one of the most intuitive approaches in supporting
it in remote collaboration is to present the remote collaborator’s body or gestures
interacting with the workspace to their coworkers. VideoDraw [140] is one of the
earliest designs for this approach. The system allows remote collaborators to see not
only each other’s drawing but also the accompanying hand gestures on a desktop
screen. Thus, a collaborator knows not only what his/her partner is doing on
the shared workspace but also where he/she is working. The authors extended
this concept to large displays with VideoWhiteboard [139] where users on each
side can see the shadows of their remote partners working on the shared drawing
canvas shown on the display (see Figure 2.1a). Users can see not only the hand but
also certain bodily gestures of their partners conveyed by the shadows. A similar
approach was employed by Everitt et al. [33] in Distributed Designers’ Outpost; a
system supporting brainstorming using sticky notes in remote collaboration settings.
Compared to VideoWhiteboard and Distributed Designers’ Outpost, ClearBoard [68]
further improves workspace awareness by supporting gaze communication using the
metaphor of working through a glass window (see Figure 2.1b). The system overlays
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the shared drawing canvas on the video feed capturing the entire upper body of the
remote partner working the shared workspace. This allows collaborators to perceive
not only each other’s hand gestures but also where on the shared workspace they
are looking. HoloPort [82] applied a similar approach to present full-body gestures
of collaborators on a system supporting problem solving in video communication.
Leveraging the development of capturing technologies such as depth-sensing camera,
3D-Board [160] blends the 3D point cloud of the remote collaborator captured by
Kinect cameras1. onto the shared workspace shown on a large display using the
same metaphor as ClearBoard. Similarly, instead of showing 2D image of hand
gestures like VideoDraw or 3D point clouds, ShadowHand [151] displays a stylized
3D reconstruction of the remote collaborator’s hands on the shared workspace (see
Figure 2.1c). Furthermore, the study with ShadowHand shows that either point-
cloud or stylized 3D hand presentation made users feel more personally engaged
with their remote coworkers than using a pointer. Instead of using the metaphor
of working on a glass window, CollaBoard [84] overlays the video of the remote
collaborator onto the shared workspace, mimicking the side-by-side configuration
when people work together on a whiteboard in collocated settings. ImmerseBoard
[61] supports both the working-on-a-glass-window and side-by-side metaphor to
facilitate workspace awareness in remote collaboration. Different from CollaBoard, in
the side-by-side mode ImmerseBoard affixes the video of the remote collaborator at
one side of the screen and extends his/her hand from the body to the target location.
CamRay [5] investigated two configurations to present the remote collaborator’s
video on large displays in remote collaboration. The authors found that when the
video follows the position of the remote person in front of the display, it helps
participants perform collaboration faster as they know what each other is doing,
thus shortening verbal communication as people use more deictic references. Several
works also explored different visualizations of distant people’s bodily and hand
gestures on the shared workspace in remote collaboration using horizontal interactive
surfaces [69, 116, 125, 158, 159]. Replicating movements of physical artifacts was
also explored to support workspace awareness on tangible interactive tabletops [89,
113]. As location flexibility is becoming prevalent in people’s work conditions, there
have been efforts spent on improving workspace awareness in collaboration using
mobile devices such as laptop or tablet, which typically possess small screens. The
primary collaboration scenario of this topic research is a worker using a mobile
device to communicate and receive instruction from a remote expert. The worker’s
workspace is captured and displayed on the devices of both the worker and the expert.
Fussel et al. [39] explored a setup where the expert can elicit gestures mediated by
drawing on the video feed which can be seen by the remote worker while giving the
instruction. They showed that such annotation can improve workspace awareness
in such collaboration as the worker perceives the target indicated by the expert
and how to manipulate it more quickly. This approach was also adopted in other
remote collaboration systems supporting mobile workers [29, 40, 76] (see Figure 2.1d).
SEMarbeta [16], besides using sketch-based annotation, also employed unmediated
hand gestures by capturing and displaying images of the instructor’s hand on the
1https://developer.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/kinect
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Figure 2.1: (a)VideoWhiteBoard: showing shadows on the remote collaborator
(b)ClearBoard: overlay images of the remote collaborator on the shared workspace;
(c) ShadowHands: blending stylized visualization of hands with shared workspace;
(d) System of Gauglitz et al. [40] allowing mobile user viewing hand gestures
on mobile devices represented by sketch-based annotation on shared workspace
created by a remote person using a touch screen
remote worker’s device. However, due to spatial discrepancies in the hardware setup
on the instructor’s side, benefits of showing unmediated hands of the instructor were
hard to observe. Also leveraging showing images of the remote collaborator’s hands
on the video feed, BeThere [135] is a proof of concept that employs several external
sensors to extend the interaction space of a smartphone beyond the device’s small
screen, allowing users to perform hand gestures around the device. However, there
still remain unsupported scenarios in existing works. One common scenario is a
traveling person remotely collaborating with a team sitting in a room and working in
front of a large display, which is referred to as hub-satellite settings in the literature
[81, 143]. Designing interfaces on mobile devices for the remote person in such
cases to view the team’s space, work with the shared workspace on the display, and
maintain awareness on other team members still remains unsolved. Additionally, in
expert-worker remote collaboration similar to the contexts investigated by Fussel
et al. [39] and SEMarbeta [16], previous approaches had to rely on stationary or
heavily instrumented hardware to capture images of the expert’s hands, reducing
the commodity and mobility of the system. Works included in this thesis aim to
address those issues, providing nomadic workers with lightweight solutions supporting
workspace awareness in their remote collaboration practices.
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2.2.2 Facilitating gaze communication to improve workspace
awareness on interactive surfaces
Although gaze is often considered as a subtle non-verbal cue, it is an important
referential indicator in communication [31]. Gaze, conveyed by directions of head
or eyes, serves as a signal through which a person relates their basic orientation
and even intention toward another [73]. Thus, supporting gaze awareness can make
communication among collaborators more efficient. In approaches capturing and
overlaying images of the remote collaborators on the shared workspace such as
ClearBoard [68], HoloPort [82], 3D-Board[160] and ImmerseBoard [61], gaze can
be inherently achieved due to the alignment of the collaborators’ images and their
locations on the workspace. This approach was also extended for more complex
setups to convey gaze in remote collaboration environments using multiple interactive
surfaces like MultiView [103], MMSpace [109] or even tabletop collaboration [59].
However, on personal computers such as desktop, laptop or tablet, this approach
might not work due to small screen sizes. Rather, designs on these platforms focus
on visualizing gaze information provided by an eye tracker data as graphical stimuli
on the shared workspace to attract the attention of the remote person [2, 27, 26].
This approach was also employed for tabletop remote collaboration to facilitate gaze
awareness on physical artifacts involved in the collaborative tasks [3]. Also supporting
interpreting gaze on physical artifacts in the shared workspace, ThirdEye [110] is an
add-on display attached on tablet screens that conveys the remote worker’s gaze into
the 3D physical space. It projects a 2D graphic element, controlled by eye tracking
data of the remote worker, onto a hemispherical surface that looks like an eye. As we
can see, those above works focused on conveying gaze on only one type of subject at
a time (e.g. remote partner or artifacts on a shared workspace). This leaves settings,
such as a satellite worker remotely having a meeting with his/her hub coworkers
sitting in a room discussing physical prototypes on a table, unsupported. This thesis
also aims to fill this gap.
2.2.3 Summary of related work
Even though there have been plenty of efforts trying to improve workspace awareness
in remote collaboration by leveraging various mediated and unmediated cues, there
are still considerable distributed collaboration settings that remain under-explored.
First, there is still a lack of exploration into how workspace awareness support affects
collaboration dynamics of asymmetric teams such as hub-satellite settings, having
different roles and using hybrid infrastructures ranging from large displays to mobile
devices. As such settings are becoming common, this thesis provides investigations to
pave the way to designing workspace awareness supports according to collaborators’
roles and the devices they use. Second, nomadic workers using commodity personal
computers like laptop or tablet are still receiving inadequate support to richly express
their non-verbal communication such as bodily gestures or gaze in collaboration with
their remote collaborators. This thesis thus aims to fill this gap by providing new
solutions that require minimal hardware instrumentation to help them better convey
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such cues, in order to improve workspace awareness in their collaborative work.

Chapter 3
Research Methods
All papers included in this thesis are design-oriented works, which typically involved
the understandings of user behaviors and problems they encountered and iteratively
designing and critiquing design solutions to solve the defined problems. A user-
centered design process was employed in the works included in this thesis. The
Interaction Design Foundation defines user-centered design as interactive design
process in which designers focus on the users and their needs in each phase of the
design process in order to create highly usable and accessible products for them [35].
Within my research, user-centered design was particularly employed as follows. First,
understandings about workspace awareness and how it is an issue in existing solutions
were acquired through literature review, field study, focus group observations and
interviews. Identified problems were then discussed and distilled to narrow down to
the most worthwhile ones to tackle. After that, brainstorming sessions were carried
out to find the most appropriate design solutions to solve the problems. The designs
then went through iterations of prototyping and critiquing. The final prototypes were
formally or informally evaluated. The outcomes of this process are not only novel
solutions to mitigate existing problems in remote collaboration, but also insights
about why they work and potential issues from HCI perspectives. These served as
design considerations shared with the community to design future systems and to
further study relevant aspects.
3.1 Understanding the theoretical background of
collaboration
Literature review was the main tool to acquire fundamental knowledge about factors,
properties and issues of collaboration, especially in remote settings due to a quite
established research body in this field. During this process, the theoretical back-
ground related to workspace awareness was studied and reflected in existing remote
collaboration systems. This process also helped identify which areas in the topic
were still uncovered and open for later research in this field. The literature review
started with the classic “Distance matters” [108] to overview the most common theo-
retical aspects in remote collaboration and then gradually extended to publications
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referencing to this work or cited by it.
3.2 Eliciting design requirements
Identifying concrete requirements is crucial for a design process. Typically, design
requirements depend on particular contexts of users, such as what tasks they are
working on, which devices they are using, who they are working with or what are the
conditions of their environments. To adequately gather such contextual information,
various techniques were employed in this thesis.
3.2.1 Literature review
Several typical issues in user experience and interaction related to workspace aware-
ness in remote collaboration were systematically documented in previous works such
as [108, 50, 30]. These provided a reliable source of references on the way to define
problems for research. The issues described in this source were then reflected to
existing technical solutions to see how they were supported or still remained chal-
lenging. This process was further examined regarding the introduction of the latest
hardware devices, which led to new practices in remote collaboration that might not
be effectively supported by the existing solutions. Finally, the entire process elicited
issues in workspace awareness with regard to new computing devices and new remote
collaboration practices, which were selectively considered as research problems in
the thesis. More specifically, the main research topic chosen to be tackled in this
thesis was how to design to support workspace awareness in remote collaboration
where traveling individuals use commodity mobile devices like tablet or laptop.
When I started my research, I began my literature review on technical systems
supporting workspace awareness in collaboration, especially in creative problem
solving due to its relevance to the MERCO project, such as VideoDraw [140], Clear-
Board [68], Designers’ Outpost [80] and its distributed version [33] and CollaBoard
[83]. The literature review process then extended to other articles referencing to
those systems. To have an overview on all interfaces and interaction techniques for
workspace awareness support in remote collaboration, I also considered other types
of collaborative tasks other than creative problem solving, such as expert-worker
remote collaboration on physical tasks. Likewise, I also surveyed distributed team
settings typically supported by the systems in the literature. All of these provided
me early ideas on which team settings as well as which hardware infrastructures
are still inadequately considered when it comes to support workspace awareness.
Likewise, when I had a new idea for a paper, doing literature review helped me
acquire necessary knowledge about whether the problem I wanted to solve was already
addressed and how my solution differed from existing approaches.
Certainly, this literature review could not conceive all lower-level research problems
in this thesis at the beginning. They were actually consequentially elicited: insights
on a design addressing previous problems aspired the following ones. Other techniques
such as user observations and interviews were also combined with literature review
to elicit worthy research problems from users’ perspectives.
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3.2.2 User observations
Observing users is usually considered as an effective way for researchers or designers
to build their user empathy, helping them to think from the users’ perspective [154,
79]. Sometimes, it can be difficult for humans to explain what they do or do not do, or
even describe accurately how they achieve a task. User observations thus complement
other techniques such as interview, focus group, or literature review in eliciting user
requirements [119]. Works in this thesis were based on user observations in different
stages of a design process. At the beginning of my study, user observations were
carried out in a field study in remote meetings of design teams in companies to
identify certain collaboration practices that were not documented in the literature.
Besides that, user observations were also carried out in formative and summative
evaluations [130] conducted using the final prototypes. This kind of observations can
reveal users’ behaviors and interactions with the evaluated systems or with their
remote partners through the systems, that even the users did not notice, informing
design considerations for future improvements. In this thesis, a work is typically
devised from observations in the formative or summative evaluation of a previous
one.
3.2.3 Interview
Even though there has been the perception that users do not know what they
want [99], interviews are essential sources of requirements in user-centered design
[149] as users know most about the problems that they are facing [55]. Interviewing
is a great way to gather design requirements from the users when many of them
cannot be found in the literature or observed in field studies, especially with regard
to new technologies. As computer technologies used in the literature are usually
out-of-date compared to the ones being used in real life, interviewing can elicit
new requirements from the perspectives of users using such devices. Besides that,
interviewing participants in prototype evaluations usually provides researchers or
designers opportunities to listen to the users about how the prototypes or related
issues can be further improved. Similar to user observation, such interviews helped
inspire me for new ideas after each project.
Interviews can be done in various settings, including structured, semi-structured
and unstructured [72]. While structured interviews strictly follow a planned procedure
using the same wording and sequence for all participants, unstructured ones, on
the other side, are flexible not guided by any pre-defined plan and can be different
among participants. In my research, I mostly applied unstructured interviews which
typically had some main questions to ask all participants but more details can also be
added depending on the direction of each interview. This type of interview allows me
to identify user problems as well as explore usability and user experience adequately.
For user need elicitation, after the literature review and user observations, I typically
had rough ideas about what problems the users might encounter and thus could
define a set of basic questions to guide the interview process. Then, in each interview,
depending on the answers of each participant for those questions, I investigated
further in spin-off details using additional questions. Similarly, when it came to the
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evaluation of a system (see the Evaluation section below), as a researcher, I typically
had a set of most crucial questions to explore usability and user experience aspects
of a designed interface. Then, depending on what I observed on the participant’s
interaction and behaviors during the user study or what the participant answered for
the main questions, I would pose different additional questions to better understand
the impact of the device on users.
3.3 Design and Prototyping
Prototyping is the stage where the tangible realizations of a design are created, which
is a critical step in a design project. Prototypes serve as a medium for designers
to reflect on their design, explore different alternatives, demonstrate the ideas with
clients and users, and investigate findings related to user interactions and experience.
Prototypes have different resolutions, typically ranging between two extremes: low-
fidelity and high-fidelity prototypes. Low-fidelity prototypes, usually in the form
of sketches or paper presentations, capture early conceptual ideas. These types of
prototypes are often easily and quickly made, allowing designers to explore different
design possibilities and identify early problems in design alternatives. A variance
of sketch prototypes that was also frequently used in the design process of the
works included in this thesis is storyboarding. Storyboarding is a technique where
designers sketch how a user might progress through a task using the device being
developed, or a series of scenes showing how a user can perform a task using the
device [119]. High-fidelity prototypes are often visually and functionally close to the
final product. This type of prototype is usually used for more mature testing and user
experience evaluation [119]. More profound interaction and design considerations are
often conceived by evaluating high-fidelity prototypes. In this thesis, high-fidelity
prototyping includes crafting hardware and developing software.
3.4 Evaluation
Evaluation is essential to verify if a design solution could solve the provided problem.
Several techniques were employed to quantitatively and qualitatively evaluate systems
included in this thesis. In general, the user studies with the systems in the thesis were
conducted in laboratory environments due to constraints related to infrastructure
and human resource. I adopted and customized task designs of established related
works for my studies with similarities in collaboration settings that the works
aimed to support. Likewise, established and suitable quantitative measures from
related literature were also adopted and customized. Basically, task completion time,
accuracy and perceived workload when users collaborate to finish a task were used to
measure the performance of the system. To measure perceived workload, NASA Task
Load Index questionnaire [58] and time to respond were employed due to its common
use in literature. System Usability Scale (SUS) [12] and customized questionnaires
were used to quantitatively measure the usability of the developed system and user
experience. Apart from that, qualitative feedback from the users was also collected
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through post-study interviews and open questions in questionnaires to gain deeper
understandings about user interactions and experience with the system, and why
the system works or does not work. I also employed an informal heuristic evaluation
[104] for the works in this thesis. Occasionally, developed systems were demonstrated
to experienced researchers in the field visiting our lab. After watching and trying
out the systems, the researchers provided critiques on potential usability and user
experience problems in the designs. This was very helpful because besides fixing
issues in the design, it also inspired new research ideas.
3.5 Ideation
Several meetings and brainstorming sessions among research project team members
for ideation were held in the different phases of the research process of the work,
from distilling user requirements, defining research problems, finding design solutions
through to evaluation. Such sessions are important for creativity activities like design
and research because they allow the team to gather different perspectives of team
members. When team members exchange their ideas in such sessions, the team will
gain greater accumulated knowledge, helping them to more likely arrive at a better
solution than one produced by an individual [147]. In most cases, ideation meetings
were conducted in facilitated manners where I, as the project leader, often acted as
a facilitator, making sure that the team always stayed on track with the expected
outcome given at the beginning of the session. This facilitation is especially important
as most of the brainstorming sessions were conducted in distributed settings due to
the cross-institution collaboration nature of my research.

Chapter 4
Summary of Research
In this chapter, I first provide a summary on the thesis’ contributions and my
research approach to clarify the connection of the pieces of work included in it. Next,
I provide more details about how each piece of work complements another and how
it contributes to improve workspace awareness in remote collaboration using 2D
interactive surfaces. Finally, summaries of included papers are provided to offer
readers an overview on the research process and the main outcomes of each paper.
4.1 Contribution overview and research approach
The contributions of this thesis are a set of working prototypes that solve different
issues in remote collaboration. Furthermore, reflections on the designs of the proto-
types regarding user interaction and communication using the proposed systems serve
as considerations for designing future collaborative systems. The research projects
were mainly carried out in sequence, where user feedback from a previous project
Figure 4.1: Summary of the concepts included in this thesis as well as the
consequential relationship among them. With each arrow, the ending concept
was inspired by the outcomes of the starting one. The "Outlook:VXSlate" is a
synergistic visionary concept and presented in the "Outlook: Virtually Extendable
Slate" section
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sheds light for the following one, which in turn aims to address user interaction
problems encountered in the former. The contributions of this thesis focus on two
main directions:
• Exploring the effects of workspace awareness cues in novel remote collaboration
settings
• Designing interfaces and interaction techniques to improve workspace awareness
in remote collaboration.
My research approach was first to explore how workspace awareness affects collabo-
ration dynamics of a distributed team in creative problem solving, as this type of
collaborative task typically involves rich multi-channel communication and interac-
tion: among team members and between team members and artifacts, potentially
revealing interesting underexplored research problems. Besides that, this is also a
common collaborative activity in industry, making my research more pragmatically
beneficial for the real workplace. I also chose to study such collaborative tasks in
hub-satellite teams in a structured process, as these settings can be easily found
in real-world practices but still remain underexplored. In this study, I only focus
on designing collaborative interfaces on commodity touch-screen devices such as
smartphone, tablet and interactive whiteboard. Thus, I mainly utilized mediated
cues to stimulate workspace awareness in the design caused by the constraints of
those devices. Based on the insights from this study, I focus on remaining issues
in workspace awareness not effectively supported on personal devices. Therefore,
the later focus of this research body is how to support remote individuals to better
maintain and express their workspace awareness while collaborating using mobile
devices, charted in three aspects as follows:
On one side, I designed a novel concept that aims to improve remote participants’
awareness on the hub’s workspace when collaborating with the hub using mobile
devices like tablets. The designed concept provides a spatially consistent mapping
of the physical hub’s space onto the device’s screen, combined with mediated rep-
resentations of hub’s coworkers to offer the remote participant flexible interactions
while adequately maintaining their awareness on activities related to the shared
workspace. On the other side, I also improved the coworkers’ awareness on the remote
participant’s activities on the shared workspace. For such purpose, I focused on
better conveying non-verbal communication cues of the remote participant, elicited
via hand gestures and gaze as they are effective means for humans to express their
attention. Unmediated representations were leveraged to provide unobtrusive and
expressive solutions. For hand gestures, I designed a compact system for capturing
and presented unmediated hand gestures on mobile devices and explored the effect
of the resulted unmediated representation in mobile remote collaboration. However,
although using hand gestures to convey attention is a natural behavior of humans, in
conversations or collaborations, people frequently do not convey their intention via
hand gestures due to certain reasons (e.g. conversational pace or social acceptability).
In that case, gaze is the main non-verbal cue for expressing attentional information of
a person. Therefore, to round up this thesis, I designed to better support awareness
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of gaze direction, a more effortless and unobtrusive way for conveying attention in
collaboration. I designed and evaluated an interface solution that does not require
any special hardware on the remote participant’s side but can still help hub coworkers
effectively interpret his/her unmediated looking gaze in his/her video feed. I believe
that these explorations on multiple facets can improve two-way workspace awareness
between a co-located team and remote participants in partially distributed teams. In
the following, the contributions of the pieces of work in this thesis are summarized.
Also, Figure 4.1 briefly summarizes these pieces of work as well as their consequential
relationship.
4.2 Summary of contributions
This section explains in more detail how the work included in this thesis contributes to
improve workspace awareness in remote collaboration. The order of the contributions
is arranged following their chronological properties and reflects the shift in my
research focus: from leveraging workspace awareness in multi-device systems to
supporting nomadic workers using personal computers (laptop, tablet), which I found
interestingly undersupported. This direction is inline with what I envisioned in my
licentiate defense about the latter half of my doctoral study.
4.2.1 Supporting collaboration of hybrid teams on problem
solving using workspace-awareness-support design
Creative problem solving activities such as brainstorming are a type of group work
commonly found in various organizations from universities to companies. Due to its
collaborative nature, this type of activity is usually carried out in collocated settings.
Collaborative creative problem solving like brainstorming has been shown to benefit
from facilitated and structured processes where the groupwork is moderated by a
facilitator to follow sequential phases of collaboration [138]. More specifically, the
facilitator and the structure of phases can help stimulate interactions among team
members to exchange knowledge, guide the process, and eliminate unnecessary time-
consuming details [53]. Therefore, they keep the team staying on track, improving
team efficiency [96, 107]. However, such facilitated group work is currently still limited
to collocated teams using paper-based settings. In contrast, due to current traveling
practices, it is quite often that some satellite workers might be away from their
hub, hence they have to remotely collaborate with their hub coworkers. Although
role separation and phase shifting have been observed to emerge in cross-device
problem-solving collaboration [95, 102], digital tools in general still tend to neglect
supports for these practices, thus not suitable to support facilitated collaborative
creative problem solving in such hub-satellite settings.
To address this, I designed DigiMetaplan, a digital tool supporting facilitated
brainstorming in both collocated and distributed team settings (see Figure 4.2).
I derived design requirements for the tool from the literature and the Metaplan
method, an established facilitated brainstorming method widely used in companies [53,
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Figure 4.2: Design of DigiMetaplan supporting collaboration in both collocated
and distributed settings. Left: system interface on an interactive whiteboard for a
co-located team. Right: an individual remotely working with the co-located team
using a system interface on her tablet
74]. The system leverages the prevalence of large interactive displays as a shared
workspace (showing the shared brainstorming canvas) for hub coworkers in a meeting
room and of mobile devices like a tablet commonly used by satellite workers. The
design of the DigiMetaplan system is meant to support users to effectively perform
facilitated brainstorming using the chosen device form factors. DigiMetaplan can
effectively support role separation and phase shifting in facilitated brainstorming
by adaptively leveraging workspace awareness according to user roles in each phase
of the process. When team members need to focus on individual work, the system
provides minimal cues to attract users’ awareness to the shared brainstorming canvas.
By contrast, in collaborative phases, requiring global participation and thinking of
all participants, the system strategically employs various graphical tools in form
of mediated presentations such as pointing highlighters, note-color changing, note
manipulation, sketching and a timeline of the brainstorming history to foster team
awareness on the shared workspace in order to establish a high level of common
ground in the team. From the study, I could figure out how different types of digital
workspace awareness cues can aid facilitators in guiding the team process. Besides
effectively supporting the structure and role separation as in the conventional method,
the developed digital cues also led to emergent behaviors and interaction techniques
of different team members that help teams collaborate more efficiently. Furthermore,
I also explored how different means to interact with the shared workspace (here,
the brainstorming canvas) of various roles of users can influence a team’s workspace
awareness and group coordination. The contributions of this piece of work are,
thus, not only the design and implementation of DigiMetaplan, a system supporting
facilitated brainstorming, but also insights from a study with the system on how the
designed features influenced the collaboration dynamics of distributed teams.
Even though this paper is one of the latest published pieces of work, this is my
very first exploration on computer-supported collaborative system, eliciting different
research problems for later papers. Besides that, this is also the only paper from my
licentiate included in this thesis. Thus, it acts as a link, showing the development of
my research: from exploring various types of awareness for different collaboration
settings in the first half of my doctoral study to more focused approaches on improving
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workspace awareness for remote collaboration with involvement of satellite workers
in the latter half of my study. The corresponding publication of this work is Paper
A in the Summary of Articles section.
4.2.2 Leveraging workspace awareness to support immer-
sive remote collaboration
One of the major issues that a satellite worker had in DigiMetaplan was that they
could only see the shared workspace and hub coworkers working on it, but not other
hub coworkers who are not nearby the board. This hindered the communication
between them as the satellite worker could not see what those hub coworkers were
doing, or had difficulties to differentiate who was speaking. This suggested that
it might be necessary to integrate a panoramic video of the hub’s space onto the
interface on the satellite’s side. The panoramic video can be streamed from a 360◦
camera, placed at the center of the hub’s environment. However, integrating the
panoramic video with the shared workspace on a 2D screen can be tricky. The
integration needs to allow the satellite worker to freely interact with the shared
workspace and still adequately maintain their awareness on the activities of the hub’s
people, especially in relevance to the shared canvas. Existing approaches for such
an integration typically display the shared workspace and a 2D panoramic video
of the hub coworkers in two separate windows [25, 126]. This approach is suitable
for commodity devices like tablet or laptop. However, this presentation approach
can lead to spatial disparity between the shared workspace and hub coworkers who
are not nearby. For example, when one of those coworkers performs some deictic
gestures by pointing his/her hand towards the shared workspace, due to the spatial
separation between the shared workspace and the panoramic video, it might be
difficult for the satellite worker to determine where the hub coworker is aiming at.
Besides that, unwrapping the 3D space of the hub’s environment into a 2D panoramic
video can make it confusing for the satellite worker to interpret hub coworkers’ gaze.
For example, if a hub coworker sitting at a hub table looks straight forward in the
panoramic video, the satellite worker might perceive that he/she is looking at him
while in fact he/she is looking at another hub coworker sitting on the opposite side
of the table. Another example is when a hub coworker situated afar from the shared
workspace points at it while discussing some artifact, such spatial separation might
lead to difficulties for the satellite worker to interpret the pointing direction. Thus,
such placements of the hub’s people and the shared workspace can cause overhead
mental efforts for the satellite coworker to align activities of hub’s coworkers with
their intended location on the shared canvas. Additionally, on devices with small
screen size, the images of hub coworkers in the panoramic video will be too small,
and hard for the satellite worker to see. Besides that, possibilities in dealing with
occlusions on the shared canvas are also limited with this interface. With hub
coworkers, if their view to the shared workspace is occluded, they can move their
head or even change their position to see the occluded content, whereas the satellite
worker cannot do that on the 2D video of the shared canvas shown on his/her screen.
All of these issues can lead to the reduction of immersiveness of the collaborative
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system (i.e. the satellite worker does not feel that he/she is a part of the team).
Keeping the above issues in mind, I designed a novel interface on the satellite
worker’s screen facilitating workspace awareness to support the immersive experience
of the satellite worker. This concept will be later referred to as HyperCollabSpace
and corresponds to Paper B in the Summary of Articles section. The design
of HyperCollabSpace incorporates a cubic virtual environment representing the
hub space. Rather than being displayed flat, the panoramic video of the hub is
split into four equal segments and overlaid on four walls of the environment. A
digital copy of the shared workspace is overlaid at its corresponding position on
the panoramic video. This presentation helps maintain the spatial consistency of
the virtual environment with the actual hub’s space. HyperCollabSpace is designed
to support different hub-satellite collaboration, not only facilitated processes as in
DigiMetaplan. On the hub’s side, HyperCollabSpace aims to support even multiple
hub coworkers working with the shared workspace, instead of only one facilitator.
HyperCollabSpace represents hub coworkers working with the shared workspace by
3D kinetic avatars at their corresponding locations in the virtual environment. The
appearance of these avatars can be synthesized from the outlook features of their
corresponding hub coworkers such as height, hair and clothing colors captured by
depth-sensing cameras placed at a side of the shared canvas. Also, these avatars
move according to their corresponding hub coworkers, which can be tracked by
the depth-sensing cameras. This presentation allows the satellite worker to keep
track of activities of hub coworkers on the shared workspace. Furthermore, it allows
the satellite worker to navigate around the virtual environment in order to change
his/her perspective, especially when the avatars occlude the shared board. I chose to
use synthesized kinetic 3D avatars because behavioral realism was shown to have a
stronger effect than appearance realism to anthropomorphic perception of users [133].
An additional reason is that using synthesized avatars will reduce the amount of
data to be transmitted as the system just needs to send and receive the data of the
skeleton joints’ positions rather than the entire point-clouds, warranting the system
to work in real-time. To support the satellite worker to observe what is happening on
the shared workspace while maintaining his/her awareness on other hub coworkers, I
adopted the write-on-glass interface of ClearBoard [68]. Using this view, the satellite
worker will have the impression that he/she is standing on one side of a glass shared
canvas, thus seeing the content on the shared workspace and the hub coworkers
working with it as well as other hub coworkers on the walls of the virtual room. To
ensure the content on the canvas to be readable to the satellite worker, we keep
the original orientation of the contents that are considered textual and mirror the
sketches. For example, the content of a note will be kept unmirrored. Even though
there could be the cases where sketch-based writing can be mis-mirrored, I believe
that this approach can help the satellite worker read the shared canvas’ content
adequately. In general, all of these interface features are designed to be incorporated
on a limited screen size and leveraging touch interaction for navigation, thus suitable
for commodity devices like tablet or laptop. A satellite worker can interact with
the shared canvas on his/her device through pointing on the screen using touch
interaction, which is represented as a color-coded pointing highlighter on the canvas.
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Figure 4.3: HyperCollabSpace setup. (a) the hub’s space with team members
sitting around a table and a facilitator working with the shared interactive display.
(b)HyperCollabSpace virtual environment shown on the remote participant’s
tablet, panoramic video of hub’s space overlaid on the four walls, the digital
copy of the shared display placed at its corresponding location and the facilitator
replaced by his kinetic 3D avatar. (c) In the write-on-glass mode, the satellite
worker can interact with the shared display (here: pointing) while maintaining his
awareness of the facilitator and other people in the room behind the transparent
screen (here: the virtual walls textured by the panoramic video are not clearly
seen due to the darkness of the photo caused by the light condition when it was
taken)
Although the illustration in the paper consists of only one satellite worker, the design
of HyperCollabSpace can support multiple individuals of this type of collaborator.
Thus, HyperCollabSpace helps hub coworkers and other satellite workers (if any)
maintain their awareness on where a satellite worker is working.
Due to the lack of development manpower, I could not build a robust prototype
for further evaluating the proposed design. Nevertheless, I believe that the system, if
fully implemented, can be explored in the following aspects to investigate the effects
of the design on collaboration dynamics of a distributed team.
• Verbal communication of team members: Here I can employ a similar
approach of measuring talking turns of participants as in DigiMetaplan as
an objective quantitative indicator for the involvements of team members in
collaboration. This approach is adopted from a study of Biehl et al. [9] in a
similar distributed team setting, consisting of a satellite worker collaborating
with a hub. Compared to conventional video conferencing or video conferencing
using panoramic video feeds [126, 25], HyperCollabSpace provides more flexible
navigation in the virtual space for a remote user to explicitly specify his/her
current focus on certain hub members. I thus hypothesize that the inter-
personal communication between the satellite worker and hub coworkers using
HyperCollabSpace might be higher than in conventional video conferencing.
This should be reflected in higher turn rates of the satellite worker and higher
turn overlapping rate between the satellite worker and hub coworkers, as the
satellite worker might be more willing to take his/her turn and even interrupt
a hub coworker. However, as mentioned previously, I still have not solved
the problem of presenting the satellite worker’s attention on the hub’s side.
Therefore, the sense of presence of the satellite worker on the hub’s side could
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be hindered, thus the satellite worker’s verbal communication would not be
comparable to hub coworkers’.
• Cues of attention: When people are paying attention to a certain subject,
they normally focus their looking direction (i.e: gaze) toward it [44, 37, 71]. In
face-to-face collaboration, this can be easily perceived through head pose and
eye gaze. However, due to the small screen size on mobile devices, this can be
hard to perceive or even tracked by eye-trackers, if the satellite worker uses
conventional video conferencing. Nevertheless, with HyperCollabSpace, this
can be explicitly elicited when the satellite worker navigates around to change
their perspective in the virtual environment. It could be thus interesting
to investigate if changes of the satellite’s attention conveyed through such
navigation are comparable to changes of attention of hub coworkers conveyed
via their gaze. This will provide insights into whether the designed navigation
in virtual environments would be an effective tool for the satellite worker to
maintain his/her awareness on the hub coworkers and the shared workspace.
• Immersion: Immersion of the satellite worker is his/her feeling of being in
the hub’s space. This information can be gathered through his/her subjective
feedback in questionnaires. For example, a satellite worker can indicate his/her
level of agreement on Likert-scale choices [92] for statements such as “I felt
like I was in the room of the hub”. Immersion can also be indirectly reflected
via how the satellite worker perceives the spatial arrangement of people and
artifacts in the hub space represented on their device. Interfaces that allow
users to quickly and easily understand relative locations between artifacts and
people in the hub side as well as the directions of their activities should provide
a better immersion. This can be measured via questionnaires (e.g. Likert-scale
based agreements on statements like “I could easily understand whom/what a
hub coworker is referring to”) or in comparative tasks (e.g. setting up highly
controlled tasks where the satellite worker needs to specify targets a hub
coworker is referring to via gaze or pointing gestures). I hypothesize that
HyperCollabSpace will outperform conventional video conferencing interfaces
in this aspect due to integrating the panoramic video and the shared workspace
in a spatial consistence with the hub’s space. Besides that, the write-on-glass
view can allow a remote participant to be better aware of activities of hub
coworkers not working with the shared workspace while following what is
happening on it. Even if none of the hub coworkers could have this ability,
I hypothesize that this might provide the satellite worker better immersion
compared to conventional interfaces separating the panoramic video and the
shared workspace [126].
• Users’ attention in different collaborative tasks: HyperCollabSpace pro-
vides an environment that is suitable for different collaboration settings: around-
table team meeting, facilitated group work as in DigiMetaplan, non-facilitated
group work (e.g. all team members working with the shared whiteboard in
brainstorming or collaborative sketching), or group presentation (e.g. a per-
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son presenting to other hub people, using the shared workspace for showing
the presentation slides). I believe that participants have different patterns of
attention in different collaboration settings. The HyperCollabSpace interface,
thus, could allow us to explore remote satellites’ attentions in those settings,
serving as design considerations for future collaborative systems.
Even though not formally evaluated, the design was showcased to senior re-
searchers in the field of virtual reality visiting our lab. Feedback and critiques I
received from these sources can be considered as informal heuristic evaluation. One
significant observation was that the hub coworkers can only perceive the attention of
a satellite worker when working with the shared workspace (through the color-coded
pointing highlighter). However, when the satellite worker is paying attention on a
hub coworker, the current design does not support conveying such information to
the hub side. This led to a work that will be described later, aiming at conveying
the attention of the satellite workers on different people and objects on the hub side.
4.2.3 Supporting unmediated hand gestures in mobile re-
mote collaboration
From our observations and user feedback from the study with DigiMetaplan, one
of the major disadvantages of the satellite worker that caused his/her reduced
presence was potentially the limited experessibility of his/her video feed shown on
the hub side. In fact, due to the limited field of view of the built-in camera of the
tablet, hand gestures of the satellite worker could not be captured and presented
adequately in the video feed. Even though touch interaction could convey certain
deictic gestures, several hand expressions such as in-air gestures above the screen or
gestures mimicking object manipulations cannot be easily expressed via commodity
tablets. Suggested by previous work [78], visualizing unmediated hand representations
on the satellite worker’s tablet could be a solution for richer expressibility of the
satellite worker. However, form factors of commodity mobile devices do not allow
to effectively capture unmediated hand gestures while interacting on and above the
device screen. This led me to two research questions. First, how to design solutions
to facilitate unmediated hand gestures in mobile remote collaboration, without
sacrifying the platform’s mobility? Second, would unmediated hand representations
affect remote collaboration using mobile devices? I attempted to answer these two
research questions in one of the works included in this thesis, named MirrorTablet.
Informed by the literature, I chose to explore the research questions, especially the
second one, in the context of remote collaboration on physical tasks (e.g. a technical
expert remotely instructing a worker in machine assembly or repairing), as this type
of collaborative tasks typically requires rich non-verbal cues to supplement verbal
communication, and it is thus more likely easier to analyze the effect of hand gestures.
MirrorTablet offers three contributions. First, the piece of work provided the
design and a working prototype of a system, including hardware and software
components, that captures and presents unmediated hand gestures on and above
a tablet screen in remote collaboration. Leveraging the form factor of commodity
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Figure 4.4: MirrorTablet system. Left: proposed hardware prototype that is
lightweight and requires minimal instrumentation on commodity mobile devices,
in fact, this can be designed to be foldable as a tablet cover. Right: Remote
participant viewing unmediated hand gestures captured by the proposed prototype.
mobile devices like tablet or smartphone, MirrorTablet introduces a foldable structure
holding a mirror to reflect users’ hand gestures on and above the device’s screen,
which is then captured by the built-in front-facing camera of the device. Captured
images are then processed to extract unmediated hand gestures, which will then
be overlaid on the video feed shown on the device of the remote collaborator. The
solution is thus lightweight and requires minimal hardware instrumentation on a
commodity tablet, hence suitable for nomadic workers’ remote collaboration using
mobile devices (see Figure 4.4). Second, a user study was conducted showing the
effect of unmediated hand gestures compared to a baseline sketch-on-video interface in
remote collaboration on physical tasks using mobile devices. The user study showed
that unmediated hand gestures really improved user performance and reduced their
mental workload in collaboration using mobile devices compared to the sketch-based
interface, especially when users were not yet familiar with the task. Specifically,
in-air movements of unmediated hand gestures on the device’s screen provided
collaborators early information about the intended artifacts their counterpart was
about to indicate. This thus speeds up their communication instead of waiting to see
the sketches performed by touch interaction. Furthermore, unmediated hand gestures
aided collaborators to non-verbally communicate complex manipulations that were
hard to be expressed by sketches. Third, insights on how users perceived and made
use of unmediated hand gestures in the study serve as design implications for future
systems supporting workspace awareness on mobile devices. Apart from that, I believe
that the MirrorTablet add-on’s design combined with suitable visualizations of hand
gestures can be also applied for other remote collaborative tasks with involvements
of mobile users, such as hub-satellite problem solving using large display-mobile
devices setups as in DigiMetaplan. This work is associated with Paper C in the
Summary of Articles section.
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4.2.4 Improving gaze interpretation in remote collaboration
As mentioned earlier, one of the major challenges in HyperCollabSpace is how to
convey the satellite worker’s attention on certain people and artifacts on the hub side
to the hub coworkers. A person’s attention can be conveyed via different cues. One
can verbally mention what he/she is focusing on, or use pointing gestures to refer to
the attended object. However, the most subtle and unobtrusive cue for conveying
attention is gaze - a person’s looking direction conveyed via the direction of head
and eyes [37, 44, 71]. In fact, before verbally describing or pointing at an attended
object, people tend to look at it to determine where it is located. Therefore, gaze is
considered as a reliable predictor of conversational attention [144, 145] and offers
effortless reference to spatial objects [2]. Thus, supporting the hub coworkers to
effectively interpret the remote participant’s gaze has been explored by previous work
to convey users’ attention in collaborative systems [27, 38, 124]. Both mediated and
unmediated approaches have been studied to support gaze awareness on a shared
workspace. Mediated approaches typically use graphical or physical widgets such as
circles, arrows or hemispherical displays to represent gaze information, either acquired
from eye-tracking data or manually indicated by users [2, 27, 110, 157]. While these
approaches can be applied for remote individuals using commodity personal devices
like laptop or tablet, such representations might lead to users’ distraction due to
spatial and representational disparity to the video feed of the remote participants. In
contrast, unmediated approaches [Otsuka-201, 59, 103], which leverage conveying
gaze via presentations of 2D videos or 3D point-clouds of the remote participants,
despite being unobtrusive, typically require stationary and specialized hardware
configurations, not suitable for traveling scenarios. To address this research gap, the
last piece of work included in this thesis proposes GazeLens, a design solution to
help hub coworkers interpret the unmediated gaze of a satellite worker conveyed in
video conferencing more effectively(see Figure 4.5). I chose to leverage unmediated
gaze in video conferencing because this type of media still remains as a dominant
form to represent remote participants despite the efforts in developing advanced
3D displays [43, 75, 141]. The reason is that it needs only commodity hardware
compared to complex setup required by the latter. Building up on the hub-satellite
team settings in DigiMetaplan and HyperCollabSpace, GazeLens also explores a
similar scenario commonly found in reality: a satellite worker remotely working with
his/her hub coworkers sitting around a table; the satellite worker views the hub’s
space (people and artifacts on the hub’s table) on his personal computer screen and
the hub coworkers see the satellite worker in a video feed shown on a computer screen
placed at an edge of the hub’s table. GazeLens achieves the purpose of improving the
hub coworkers’ accuracy in interpreting the satellite’s gaze by strategically leveraging
the entire satellite’s screen space to display the hub coworkers and artifacts. More
specifically, first GazeLens system captures two video feeds on the hub’s space: a
panoramic video of hub coworkers by a 360◦ camera placed at the center of the table
and a video of the hub’s table from a ceiling-mounted camera. GazeLens combines
these two video feeds into an interface on the satellite’s screen and strategically uses
virtual lenses to guide the satellite worker’s attention towards specific areas of their
screen, so that hub coworkers can clearly interpret their gaze direction. GazeLens
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Figure 4.5: GazeLens system. (a) Setup on the hub side with a 360◦ camera placed
on the table to capture hub coworkers and a conventional webcam mounted on the
top to capture artifacts on the hub’s table. (b) Video feeds from the conventional
webcam and 360◦ camera are separately placed on the remote participant’s
screen; a virtual lens strategically guiding the remote participant’s attention to
an attended artifact. (c)Remote participant’s gaze, guided by the virtual lens,
aligned with the in-focus artifact on the hub’s space.
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does not require any special hardware instrumentation, but only a conventional
laptop or tablet on the satellite worker’s side, thus suitable for nomadic settings. On
the hub side, it only requires an off-the-shelf conventional webcam and a 360◦ camera
for capturing video feeds. Besides that, this piece of work also provides a user study
demonstrating the effectiveness of the proposed systems as well as insights on how
screen space of commodity laptops or tablets can be leveraged to better support
non-verbal referral communication in remote collaboration. This work is associated
with Paper D that will be described later.
4.3 Summary of articles
This section summarizes contributions and experimental processes of each article
included in the thesis. One can easily realize that the order of the papers is aligned
with a shifting from mediated to unmediated cues to support workspace awareness
in collaboration of distributed teams.
Paper A discusses how workspace awareness supports influence collaboration
dynamics of hybrid teams in structured collaborations in terms of role changing
and phase shifting. The paper first presents the design and implementation of
DigiMetaplan, a digital system that supports facilitated creative problem solving in
both collocated and distributed settings. The design of DigiMetaplan is grounded
on the practices of Metaplan, a well-established structured brainstorming process in
companies and existing systems in the literature. According to users’ roles in the
team as well as the current phase of the team in the process, DigiMetaplan equips
them with different tools to attract their awareness on activities on the brainstorming
canvas - the shared workspace. A user study on hybrid teams (3 co-located +
1 remote) shows that such design of DigiMetaplan ensures teams’ collaboration
consistent with the actual practice of the conventional Metaplan method, suggesting
that DigiMetaplan’s design effectively supports role changing and phase shifting in a
structured collaborative process. Besides that, quality observations also suggest that
DigiMetaplan’s awareness-support features could enhance a team’s collaboration
dynamics compared to conventional paper-based setups. This paper sheds light for
future systems to consider users’ roles and collaboration processes in supporting
workspace awareness.
Paper B presents HyperCollabSpace, a concept of a virtual environment that
aims to support satellite workers to immersively collaborate with their hub cowork-
ers sitting in a room and working with a shared workspace here, an interactive
digital whiteboard. The aim of fostering immersion is achieved through providing
a satellite worker with a richer awareness on the presence and activities of their
hub coworkers, especially on the shared workspace. A virtual representation of the
hub’s space was created from a panoramic video of the room, a digital copy of the
shared workspace and 3D kinetic avatars of hub co-workers working with the shared
workspace. All these elements are positioned so that they are spatially consistent
with the actual arrangement of people and artifacts in the physical space, allowing
viewers to infer adequately correct targets of hub coworkers’ activities, especially
on the shared workspace. The satellite worker can view and freely navigate this
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virtual environment on a commodity tablet, allowing them to observe the hub’s space
from different perspectives, avoiding cluttered views typically found in conventional
video conferencing. Additionally, a write-on-glass mode allows the satellite worker
to interact with the shared workspace (e.g. pointing, sketching) while maintaining
his/her awareness of all hub coworkers, including those working with the whiteboard
and those sitting afar. Potential studies on the concept will be also discussed to
inspire future work.
Paper C investigates a design that supports presenting unmediated hand ges-
tures in remote collaboration using mobile devices. To achieve that, the paper
first introduces the design of a light-weight and low-cost hardware add-on called
MirrorTablet that leverages the form factor of a commodity tablet/smartphone to
capture images of a user’s hand gesture on and above the device’s screen. This design
supports the mobility nature of the device. In remote collaboration where coworkers
view a shared workspace on their mobile device, overlaying their unmediated hand
gestures on the shared workspace can help improve their workspace awareness. A
user study comparing MirrorTablet with a sketch-based video conferencing interface
was conducted with ten pairs of participants working on a physical task, where an
instructor guides a performer to complete a construction. Results show that when
participants are not used to the task, unmediated hand gestures of MirrorTablet
helped them perform the collaboration faster and caused less perceived workload.
Apart from that, participants raised concerns on the cluttered workspace on the
mobile device caused by the presence of unmediated hands. How this could be
mitigated as well as how the hardware design can be improved in the future will also
be discussed.
Paper D examines a design called GazeLens, that employs only off-the-shelf
devices to improve hub coworkers interpretation accuracy of a satellite worker’s
gaze in video communication. Using a 360◦ camera on the hub side, GazeLens
captures a panoramic video of hub coworkers sitting around a table. Artifacts on the
table are captured using an RGB camera mounted on the ceiling. On the satellite
worker’s side, these two video feeds are presented on the screen of a commodity laptop.
Virtual lenses were employed to strategically guide the satellite worker’s attention to a
suitable location on the screen while viewing hub’s people and artifacts so that his/her
gaze was better aligned with the corresponding targets on the hub side. Two user
studies were conducted comparing GazeLens with a conventional video conferencing
interface. Results show that GazeLens improves the interpretation accuracy of the
hub coworkers on the satellite worker’s gaze; and help the hub coworkers better
distinguish the satellite worker’s gaze on people and artifacts. Early feedback from
participants performing a collaborative physical task also suggests positive usability
of GazeLens. Finally, further discussions provide insights into how to leverage the
screen space of personal computers to improve non-verbal communication in video
conferencing.
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4.4 Summary of findings
A major finding in DigiMetaplan is that by flexibly offering different levels of access
to digitally manipulate a shared workspace according to user roles in a process, a
collaborative system can effectively improve a group’s global workspace awareness
and coordination. Gutwin and Greenberg [49] raised the question on how to balance
between the individual’s manipulation freedom and the ability to maintain global
workspace awareness of a group in collaborative systems. Obviously, when individuals
have high levels of manipulation freedom and all of their interactions are visible on
the shared workspace, the interface will become distracting. I believe that coupling
roles and their corresponding levels of manipulation freedom on the shared workspace
can be a helpful tool for less distracting collaborative interfaces while still principally
satisfying different users in a collaboration.
Another finding that is apparent in HyperCollabSpace, MirrorTablet and Gaze-
Lens is that commodity personal devices like tablet and laptop can still be better
leveraged to improve workspace awareness in remote collaboration with the involve-
ment of satellite workers. By creating a virtual environment consisting of both
unmediated cues (panoramic video of the hub’s space) and mediated representation
(3D kinetic avatar), HyperCollabSpace can provide satellite workers an immersive
environment where they can perceive interactions of hub coworkers in the workspace
spatially consistent with reality. With MirrorTablet, a minimal instrumentation
can capture and present unmediated hand gestures on mobile devices, improving
workspace awareness in collaboration. A substantial finding from MirrorTablet is
that unmediated hand gestures improve workspace awareness in remote collaboration
using mobile devices but might also cause occlusion on the workspace due to the
small screen size of the devices. Finally, GazeLens shows that the screen space of a
commodity laptop can be better leveraged to help hub coworkers better interpret
the gaze of a satellite worker, potentially improving non-verbal communication in
the collaboration of distributed teams. I believe that these technical findings are
worth exploring in the consumer technology landscape where screen-based devices
still remain a dominant platform for people to distantly communicate and work
with each other, while devices providing richer interaction dimensions such as mixed-
reality/virtual-reality headsets still seem to be impractical for work practices of
nomadic workers.

Chapter 5
Discussion
In this section, I will first reflect on the overall achievements as well as the remained
weaknesses of the thesis. Next, I will attempt to discuss various aspects in supporting
workspace awareness in remote collaboration using 2D surfaces. These aspects are
what I encountered in the process conducting the pieces of work included in the
thesis and seem to be inadequately noticed in the literature. Even though this is
only my own reflection based on my observations and literature survey, I hope it
will provide the community considerable perspectives to design future collaborative
systems.
5.1 Overall reflections on the thesis
Overall, the thesis is a multifaceted endeavour that contributes different technical
solutions supporting workspace awareness in remote collaboration using interactive
2D surfaces. The solutions presented here were iteratively developed through user-
centered design processes to ensure that they will address the users’ actual needs.
Several methods ranging from literature review, user observations to interviews
were employed to adequately elicit the users’ needs and thereby to define design
requirements. The implementations of the designs leverage the use of off-the-shelf
computers, especially personal and mobile devices, with minimal hardware instru-
mentation. This makes them promising to be adopted in the near future, especially
by nomadic workers who always aim for lightweight and compact hardware setups.
The high-fidelity prototypes were also evaluated using various methods to not only
validate if the designs could meet the requirements but also to provide insights on
their effects on humans’ interaction and communication in remote collaboration.
As the proposed designs tackle various aspects in human-computer interaction and
computer-supported collaborative work, evaluating such systems is complicated,
requiring the use of suitable techniques for adequate and appropriate investigations.
In this thesis, I employed several empirical methods (e.g. qualitative observations,
quantitative evaluations) and data collection techniques (e.g. measuring users’ per-
formance, questionnaires, interviews). Those were chosen based on different factors
related to the contexts of the designs such as the problems that need to be solved, the
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existence of baseline systems, the fidelity and robustness of the prototypes and estab-
lished approaches utilized in the respective studies. In general, the results reported
provide insights that were perceived by paper reviewers as interesting contributions
to the community; this is an indicator that the chosen methods were appropriate for
the designs.
Nevertheless, I believe the evaluations of the systems in the thesis are still far
from being complete. Although the thesis succeeded in examining the usability of
the proposed designs, it lacks of further investigations on users’ experience in using
the systems, for example hedonic experience [28]. In fact, understanding if a design
is pleasant, comfortable and satisfying to its users is a very important aspect in
interaction design research as those are the characteristics that determine whether
people like a system or not, once their requirements of usability are sufficiently fulfilled.
There also exist some standardized tools for evaluating those metrics that can be
employed to improve the studies in this thesis, such as AttrakDiff scores 1, which has
been used in the literature [94, 95]. However, performing such investigations on novel
interfaces requires careful considerations. Prototypes of novel interfaces especially
in academic research are often quite far from their final real-life implementations
due to differences in engineering focuses as well as technological availability. Such
prototypes are mainly to explore the effect of a novel concept which in many cases
cannot be realized using a single off-the-shelf device. Therefore, researchers quite
often need to build the prototype by combining different hardware they are currently
have in their hands, which makes it way too bulky, less user-friendly and even have
much worst performance than what the researchers envision given the availability of
suitable hardware and software technologies. It is generally recognized that research
lab prototypes cannot reach the same level of engineering sophistication as final
products. This gap potentially makes it difficult to reliably evaluate users’ hedonic
experiences of novel interfaces from research labs. Hedonic experience evaluations
using those prototypes would easily lead to feedback that is more negative than
what we can receive from polished final products. Thus, even though evaluations
on user experiences, especially the hedonic one, are needed, researchers need to
consider the aspects to be evaluated that are less influenced by the polishment of
the implementation and the maturity of the technologies.
Another limitation of the thesis is the lack of studies in-the-wild on the developed
concepts in order to gain more insights on the systems’ usability in less controlled
environments. In fact, deploying a system in the wild to collect real-world insights is
challenging for a couple of reasons. First, such evaluations require a high level of
engineering perfection found in final products, which can be difficult with novel lab
interfaces built with home-brew instrumentation. Such home-brew instrumentation,
such as some 3D-printed hardware add-on or software-based approaches, needs to be
much more improved either in term of form-factor designs or performance optimization
which sometimes might require specialized human resources to accomplish. Second,
polishing a prototype for in-the-wild studies might sometimes require overhead efforts
for practical tasks that are not really affordable for an academic research projects.
For example, in order to deploy a remote collaboration system, beside polishing the
1http://attrakdiff.de/index-en.html
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proposed interface, it is very important to develop a robust back-end system and
reliable protocols for transmitting different types of media (e.g. video, audio, sketches)
over different kinds of network connection (instead of only local ones) with a minimal
latency. Besides that, it is also crucial to design a configuration interface that allows
people to quickly and easily setup a remote collaboration session using the proposed
interface without the regular support from the researchers. Having these will ensure
that the users will keep using the system in their real-world activities because people
always want a computing system to help them live and work more efficiently rather
than making them struggle. However, such engineering tasks are typically effort-
consuming, but often not regarded as an important part of a research project from
scientific-contribution perspectives. Likewise, finding suitable test subjects for such
long-run studies is also difficult for many academic research teams. First, such
test subjects must be willing to allow the researchers to deploy such the system in
their workplace. Second, the test subjects need to perform the activities relevant
to the research quite frequently, for example in the case of this thesis, I would have
needed to look for teams that often perform remote collaboration on brainstorming,
expert-novice support or meetings with involvements of physical artifacts. However,
these are particularly challenging due to different workplaces’ constrains and people’
willingness in the reality.
In short, although in-the-wild user studies are necessary for holistically evaluating
a new interface or a new interactive system in HCI, performing such studies is in fact
quite challenging for many academic research teams due to limitations of different
kinds of resources. In the context of remote collaboration, it is even more difficult as
it might require overhead resources that are not affordable by a typical academic
research project. Thus, even though on the one side I strongly support running such
studies if the team can provide resources for that, on the other side, I believe that
research teams could choose other alternatives, such as iteratively running short-term
laboratory experiments to investigate, and potentially improve, a design in different
aspects with affordable costs.
5.2 Adaptive workspace manipulation ability
One design consideration that can be derived from DigiMetaplan is that reducing the
abilities of certain users to digitally manipulate the shared workspace can benefit the
group process due to the group’s improved workspace awareness. More particularly,
as team members cannot directly manipulate the notes, all manipulations must be
performed by a single person, the facilitator, helping all team members maintain
the same awareness on what is happening on the shared workspace. This finding
confirms a suggestion by Gutwin and Greenberg [49] that the more power each
individual has in digitally manipulating a shared workspace, the lower the group
workspace awareness is. This is because digital manipulation techniques are not
bounded by physical constraints. For example, a remote person or a person sitting
away from a shared interactive display can easily manipulate content on the display
from a distance through their smartphone, which is impossible if they want to do
that physically. These digital manipulations can be easily dismissed by the people
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working on the display (e.g. the faciliator) if they are focusing on another area,
thus reducing group workspace awareness. Therefore, the effectiveness in supporting
workspace awareness of DigiMetaplan depends upon the design being able to bind
the digital interaction techniques, making them more consistent with the physical
practices.
As individuals usually tend to want more power to manipulate the shared
workspace [49], DigiMetaplan’s design obviously leans towards the opposite direction,
prioritizing the group’s performance rather than the individual preferences. It should
be noted that this approach was effective partially thanks to the structure of the
original Metaplan method, which facilitates different roles in the process and makes
team members more easily accept such restrictions. In a role-relaxed team, where
all members have almost the same role, for example in collaborative sketching [14,
128, 155], it would be inappropriate to restrict the manipulation freedom of any of
them. Therefore, when considering restricting the digital content manipulation of
certain users in a collaborative system, designers should consider the importance
of role separation in the collaboration process of the team. Besides that, although
DigiMetaplan improved group efficiency overall, certain participants still expressed
their wish to have more manipulation freedom on the shared workspace distantly
using their mobile device, especially for aiding the facilitator to quickly manipulate a
distant object. This would require careful choices from designers in order to balance
between group’s efficiency and individual needs. Designers can consider offering the
facilitator the functionality to instantaneously provide and revoke team members’
advanced ability to manipulate the shared workspace. However, such features need to
be appropriately unobtrusive, causing insignificant interruptions to the facilitator’s
workflow while being adequately visible to maintain every team member’s workspace
awareness. For example, collaborative gestures for distant interaction on large dis-
plays like CoReach [93] can be adopted and customized as a tool for a facilitator to
quickly and intuitively grant a certain team member temporary access to manipulate
a distant object on the shared workspace.
5.3 Temporal aspects of workspace awareness
When it comes to workspace awareness, we typically think about at-present knowl-
edge about “who”, “what” and “where” factors of an event happening on the shared
workspace, which means the knowledge of events happening on the shared workspace
at the moment a collaborator is concerned. However, through observations on the use
of the timeline in DigiMetaplan as well as relevant literature that I have gone through,
I would like to raise more design considerations on the historical aspects of workspace
awareness - knowledge of “who” has done “what” at a place (“where”) on the
shared workspace. Although Gutwin et al. [52] have considered the aspect of "what
participants have done" in designing a collaborative learning system, insights into
how design features supporting this aspect influence teams’ collaboration dynamics
have not been explored. Apart from that, the authors also did not take into account
the “where” information of the activities in this aspect of workspace awareness.
DigiMetaplan, on the other hand, explicitly supports the “what” and “where” aspects
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as users can see changes in locations and colors of notes or the appearance of hand
drawing over time. Due to the role separation in the DigiMetaplan system, the “who”
factor was not necessarily accounted for, as all manipulations were performed by the
facilitator. However, I believe that the “who” factor is still essential, especially in
systems where all users can manipulate the shared workspace. Contradictory to the
temporal considerations of DigiMetaplan and Gutwin et al. [52], Prouzeau et al. [120]
suggested that in collaborative emergency response systems, historic information
on “who” and “where” aspects on the shared workspace are more important to keep
track of while the information of “what has been done” can be neglected. I argue
that this design choice is suitable for collaborative tasks that focus mainly on the
final result (e.g. in emergency-response tasks, the teams only focus only mitigating
arising problems) and less on group’s learning. However, in collaborative tasks
where the group learning outcomes play an important role (e.g. in brainstorming,
the main focus is not the final layout of ideas on the shared display, but the global
understandings of all team members on the rationales of decisions made during the
process), providing “what” is crucial in the design. Furthermore, temporal workspace
awareness cues were also differently presented across systems: While DigiMetaplan’s
timeline and similar designs [46, 80] allow users to review a single past snapshot
at a time, Prouzeau et al. [120] provide users accumulated up-to-moment traces of
collaborators’ activities throughout the progress. I believe that the role of global
learning outcomes play a role here. For emergency tasks, collaborators need to know
quickly whether an area on the shared workspace has been “touched” by anyone in
the team to react appropriately, therefore a view of accumulated traces is beneficial
to provide users an overview of collaborators’ visits. For tasks aiming for global
understandings of the whole team, viewing a single snapshot at a time is important
for all team members to establish equal common grounds on what has happened.
Furthermore, in presenting accumulated traces, especially in systems consisting of
more than two users, it could be interesting to investigate different representations
other than color-coded cues as used by Prouzeau et al. [120].
5.4 Degrees of representational mediation
At the beginning of the thesis, I briefly described two categories of representation
forms of workspace awareness cues: mediated and unmediated. However, I believe it
would be understandable for a reader to question on whether there are intermediate
forms between these two categories; and how to quantify the mediation of the
representation of a workspace awareness cue. Reflecting on the designs developed
throughout my doctoral study as well as surveyed in the literature, I will discuss
these venues based on three main pieces of information - “what”, “who” and “where”
as in the framework for workspace awareness in real-time groupware suggested by
Gutwin and Greenberge [48].
As mentioned in the “Related work” section, the main difference between mediated
and unmediated forms is whether a user needs to spend effort in “decoding” the
awareness information conveyed by the cue. However, in order to build future
tools for quantifying such users’ “decoding” effort, researchers first need to define
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what needs to be decoded. As “workspace awareness” was defined as up-to-moment
knowledge on “who” is doing “what” and “where” on the shared workspace, I believe
that these three types of information can be used to measure users’ effort in different
perspectives. “Who” is a measure to quantify how well a design helps its users
recognize their collaborators via the cues presented on the shared workspace. For
example, a color-coded indicator (e.g. mouse cursor in a shared text editor) may
take users more time and higher perceived mental workload to map from its color
to the corresponding user it represents compared to using facial images of the user.
“What” allows researchers to measure how well a design helps its users understand
what their collaborators are doing on the workspace. For example, sketches take
more time and cause more confusion than images of remote collaborators’ hand
gestures to express and interpret complex manipulations on physical artifacts [78,
87]. Finally, the “where” aspect focuses on quantifying how easily an interface helps
users to identify where on the shared workspace their collaborators are working. For
example, having a miniature showing the entire workspace of a shared document
with rectangles approximately indicating where on the document all collaborators
are working on takes less time and probably less physical fatigue to track their
coworkers’ current areas of interest compared to interfaces that require them to scroll
to look for this information [52]. Considering these pieces of awareness information,
researchers can thus break down their study design into quantifying performance of
a workspace-awaress support in the aforementioned indicators.
From the design perspective, if designing to support workspace awareness is based
on improving users’ performance in “who”, “what” and “where”, there can obviously
be different degrees of mediation between unmediated and mediated representation
depending on the context. For example, to convey “who”, HyperCollabSpace provides
a slightly more abstract representation using 3D avatars with appearance synthesized
from physical outlook of users (e.g. height, clothing and hair color) instead of using
unmediated images of the remote partners. Similar approaches are only commonly
used in commercial VR or MR applications, using pre-defined 3D avatars. Such
representations might require more effort from the user to recognize whom the avatar
represents than unmediated representations, but less effort than color-coded widgets.
On the other hand, this approach also requires more hardware support than color
widgets do, but less than unmediated representations like 3D point clouds. Similarly,
bodily behaviors of 3D avatars, either captured via depth-sensing camera as in
HyperCollabSpace or constructed using kinematics (via handheld remote controllers
of VR headset), are better than sketches in conveying what users are doing on the
whiteboard, but less accurate than unmediated 3D point clouds due to hardware
limitations [151]. Likewise, to convey “where”, there are also different degrees of
mediation. For instance, to represent a user pointing at an artifact from a distance,
unmediated forms represent as-is actual situations of the user and the artifacts, while
an extreme mediated form can even shift user representation next to the artifact
[117]. Another intermediate mediation is to keep the as-is distance between the user
representation and the artifacts, but adding a pointing ray connecting them [117].
Interestingly, in this case, mediation can improve user performance but reduce the
realism of the representation.
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In general, by reflecting on different degrees of mediation of workspace awareness
cues, their trade-offs as well as how to quantify them, I hope this would serve as an
initial point to develop new tools for evaluating the impact of representation forms
on team collaboration.
5.5 Occlusions of workspace awareness cues on
2D surfaces
Common approaches for improving workspace awareness are typically overlaying
visual information related to collaborators and their activities onto the representation
of the shared workspace. However, these approaches can easily lead to occlusions on
the workspace due to the spatial conflicts between the artifacts on the workspace and
the presented cues. This issue typically happens with cues representing bodily infor-
mation. Two obvious exemplary cases of this included in this thesis are MirrorTablet
and HyperCollabSpace. With MirrorTablet, the unmediated hand gestures were
perceived obscuring the images of the physical artifacts. With HyperCollabSpace,
the occlusion problem might mainly occur in the write-on-glass mode, where the
content on the shared whiteboard could interfere with the 3D kinetic avatar and
the panoramic video on the virtual walls behind it. Apparently, this issue can also
happen with previous interfaces employing similar metaphors such as CollaBoard[84]
and ClearBoard[68]. CollaBoard placed the images of the remote collaborator on
the shared display at their corresponding location, which makes their representation
obscure the underlying artifacts on the shared workspace. This can be troublesome
if the local collaborator needs to take a look at those artifacts. If such cases happen,
the remote collaborator might need to move their location to not occlude them.
ClearBoard has a similar interference issue as HyperCollabSpace when it could be
difficult for a user to perceive expressions of their remote collaborator if there are any
artifacts overlaying at the same location on the shared workspace. The cause of such
issues is the "collapse" of the physical 3D environment to their 2D representation on
a screen, which reduces the depth information of the subjects. In fact, in the physical
3D environment, collaborators using MirrorTablet or CollaBoard do not entirely
obscure the artifacts on the screen, thus another co-located collaborator (if any) can
easily find another perspective to view the underlying artifacts. Similarly, people
working on two sides of a glass in the reality can adjust the focal length of their vision
to focus on a subject (i.e. the content on the glass or on their collaborator on the
other side), the other thus will be seen in blurred presentations. However, this cannot
be achieved in the write-on-glass interface of HyperCollabSpace and ClearBoard
where different depths in the physical space are “collapsed” on a single flat surface.
This problem was partially solved in the virtual room of HyperCollabSpace where
the satellite can freely navigate around the room to find a point of view to the
content on the whiteboard that is not occluded by the 3D avatar. However, on
the write-on-glass mode, this still remains. A straightforward solution to resolve
this occlusion problem is by changing the opacity of the overlaying subject, making
them see-through so that users can see the underlying content. However, this may
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cause confusing interfaces due to the blended content of the different layers. Besides
that, such a presentation is typically impossible in the reality (e.g. normal people do
not have semi-transparent hands), thus might cause an unpleasant user experience.
Nevertheless, thanks to the advancement of eye tracking or head-pose tracking tech-
nology, especially using built-in conventional cameras on mobile devices [65, 150],
I believe that future systems can mimic the physical world by allowing interfaces
to adaptively present contents according to the angle of view of the user. Similar
approaches were employed for 2.5D interfaces with simulated depth information [36,
114, 136] or recently used in pseudo-3D image on Facebook [34]. Furthermore, for
the write-on-glass interface, eye-tracking data could also be used to simulate humans’
foveal and peripheral vision by increasing the sharpness of in-focus subjects and
blurring out-of-focus ones, mimicking the changes of human eyes’ focal length.
5.6 Making sense of unmediated gaze in remote
collaboration
One apparent weakness that can be easily pointed out in GazeLens is the missing
evaluation of unmediated gaze supported by our system in realistic remote collabora-
tion settings (e.g. a co-located team having a remote meeting with a satellite worker
on physical artifacts, such as physical prototypes of a product). While there have
been several works demonstrating the benefits on gaze awareness in remote collabo-
ration [2, 27, 60, 111], gaze cues investigated in these works are in mediated forms,
which are less subtle than unmediated gaze. Therefore, it still lacks of knowledge
on the effect of unmediated gaze in remote collaboration. In fact, I did attempt
to explore this while gathering early user feedback on the usability of the system.
However, I realized that people did not rely on gaze in current practices of remote
collaboration using video communication. This is interestingly contradictory to my
observations on a pilot study, using a simulated remote setting: the instructor was
seated at the position of the screen showing his video feed in the actual study with
body parts below his chest hidden to the performer. He thus could only provide
his instructions either verbally or non-verbally through his gaze. In this simulated
distributed setup, I observed that the performer actually relied on the instructor’s
gaze to aid their communication. This was also confirmed by the performer in the
post-study interview. By contrast, in the study with the actual distributed setting, I
observed that the performer on the hub side did not pay attention to the video feed
of the instructor on the satellite side. The post-study revealed that the performer did
not think that he/she could perceive directional cues from the face of the satellite in
the video, mainly because he/she did not see the satellite’s hand. As a consequence,
the instructor had to find ways to verbally communicate the location of an artifact
effectively. For example, participants tended to “encode” locations of objects as rows
and columns of a matrix, as a satellite referred to an object: “Pick the one at row A,
column 1”. Another approach is to describe the location of an artifact in relation to
the instructor (e.g. “The one closest to you”) or fixtures in the hub’s space (e.g. “The
one closest to the door”). Interestingly, this issue was not explicitly mentioned in
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the literature. Therefore, in the first submission of the paper of GazeLens, I did
report these findings. Obviously, reporting such findings is not conventional for a
paper providing a technical contribution as GazeLens because it does not strengthen
the contribution of the proposed design. However, my collaborators and I believe
that HCI, as a field of science and a design-related domain, should be transparent
about the findings and providing multi-facet knowledge for future considerations in
the community. Unsurprisingly, we received opposing opinions from reviewers for
such findings. On one side, such reported finding was appreciated by researchers
who encountered similar issues and suggested that this should be explicitly raised
in the community to trigger further studies as well as to design experimental tasks
eliminating it. In fact, on the study of ThirdEye [111], one of the works closest
to GazeLens regarding the effect of gaze in remote collaboration, the authors had
to propose an unnatural communication procedure where the remote participant
had to explicitly tell their coworker to look at them before describing and looking
at a target. I believe that this is an improvisation to overcome our reported issue,
although it does not comply with natural communication in the reality. On the
other side, such findings were considered to reduce the contribution of the paper and
should be removed. In the end, for the sake of warranting the publication of the
paper, such findings were not reported in the latest version, which was published
and is included in this thesis. Nevertheless, I still believe that such findings are
needed to be voiced to inform the community about such considerations in designing
gaze-support collaborative systems as well as in evaluating the effect of gaze on
remote collaboration.
Reflecting on the reduced importance of gaze in remote collaboration, I assume
that users’ reluctance to rely on gaze was caused by poor gaze support of existing
video conferencing solution, e.g. Skype typically places a remote person’s video in
the corner rather than right below the built-in front-facing camera as suggested by
Chen [15], making mutual gaze interpretation inaccurate. Besides that, I also suspect
that people seeing their remote collaborator being not in the same physical space
with them (e.g. the background environment in the video feed is different from their
environment) might reduce the sense of presence of the satellite worker on the hub
side. It could thus make them believe that their remote coworkers are not sharing
the same spatial coordinates with them, thus directional cues of gaze are not reliable.
In fact, Banos et al. [7] argued that the form of a media (i.e. the display medium
presenting the media) and the media content (e.g. objects, actors, events in the
content) are two main factors influencing on the sense of presence. Thus, altering the
content of the video feed or the computer screen might increase the perceived sense
of presence of the satellite participant, making hub coworkers rely more on his/her
gaze. More specifically, it would be interesting to investigate the effect on gaze
reliability in response to different types of background environment in the satellite
worker’s video feed (e.g. actual background environment, a blank background or a
simulated background similar to the environment of the collocated team as employed
by Cisco CTS-3010 Telepresence system [20]) (see Figure 5.1). Likewise, I’m also
concerned about the impact of the device’s form factor on the reliability on gaze
shown in the remote person’s video feed. A common computer screen, typically in a
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Figure 5.1: Examples of a display medium and a type of media content to be
considered in the future to evaluate the effect of unmediated gaze in remote
collaboration. Left: using a borderless transparent screen to display the video
of the satellite worker with a blank background. Right: the background in the
video feed of remote collaborators resembles the physical environment of the local
coworkers.
box shape with visible borders, might likely isolate remote people from the physical
environment around the screen. Therefore, employing borderless transparent displays
[90] (see Figure 5.1) might make the remote person perceived as more blended in the
same physical space with local coworkers, potentially improving their trust in spatial
coordination conveyed by their gaze. In short, I believe that several properties of
the remote collaborator’s video feed and display devices can be altered and further
studied to improve gaze reliability in remote communication using 2D surfaces.
5.7 Innovating on commodity devices
This reflection on the thesis is more related to my own research mindset that has
been shaped throughout my research activities. Personally, I believe that defining a
mindset is the most important outcome of any training course as it is the result of
the knowledge a person has absorbed through his/her “personal lens”.
Human-computer interaction, as a blend of science and design, has been considered
as the field where practitioners not only address issues in current interactions between
human and computer, but also envision the way people interact with computers in
the future, even in a far future. With this mindset, many believe that 2D interactive
surfaces, especially mobile devices, are just an intermediate form in the evolution of
the computing display medium, thus will soon disappear when VR/MR or holographic
technologies mature. Similarly, there is the belief that touch interaction on such
surfaces will also vanish and humans will be given back the ability to interact with
(digital) artifacts around them entirely using bodily gestures such as grabbing with
hands, throwing, pulling, and pushing as they do in the real world. More generally,
many researchers often choose to design and study futuristic interfaces and interaction
techniques based on assumptions about mature infrastructures supporting them at
some point. However, I have been also asking myself a question during my research:
Assuming there will be such future, what will be in between of it and the present? What
devices will people use and how will people interact in the intermediate period before
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such a future? Regarding the aforementioned VR/MR or holographic technologies,
there have been apparent problems with them that still remain unsolved such as bulky
setups or social unacceptability of their current form factor and interaction modalities,
witnessing a slow progress in the development of technical solutions to address them.
This dramatically hinders the mass adoption of those technologies as mainstream
platforms especially for work purposes. In the context of remote collaborative
work, the adoption progress is even slower due to the “technology readiness” aspect,
referring to whether all sides of coworkers have sufficient technology infrastructure to
carry out the collaboration as expected. If there are infrastructure mismatches among
the sides, it might lead to disruptions in their communication, consequentially causing
collaboration failures. Therefore, designers and developers are typically reluctant
to employ non-commodity devices in developing collaborative systems for reality.
Nevertheless, it is always needed to mitigate limitations in user interactions with
commodity devices to improve their performance and experience. Thus, I believe that
improving user interaction and communication, especially in collaborative systems,
should essentially offer transitional technologies, leveraging the use of commodity
devices to assure its large-scale acquisition. This mindset has been the driving factor
throughout my research, clearly reflected in the contributions. While DigiMetaplan,
HyperCollabSpace and GazeLens only require commodity personal computers (laptop,
tablet) on the satellite sides and use only off-the-shelf hardware on the hub side
(interactive whiteboard, depth-sensing camera, 360◦ camera), MirrorTablet minimally
instrumented a conventional tablet with a lightweight hardware add-on that leverages
the tablet’s form factor. These are also the two common approaches for innovating on
existing technologies that can be found in literature: (1) developing software-based
solutions leveraging given devices’ form factor and capability; (2) providing minimal
instrumentation to extend the interaction space of commodity devices. By enhancing
users’ capabilities at low cost, these approaches can be quickly and easily taken up
by device and gadget manufacturers. Furthermore, I believe that such relatively
incremental advancements also act as technology transitions, familiarizing users with
novel interaction modalities using their commodity devices before the maturity of
specialized consumer hardware. Augmented reality is an example of this. Before
AR headsets became commercial gadgets as nowadays, mobile users have long been
able to experience augmented reality using their smartphones and tablets, which
prepared them a technological background to adopt the headsets. Furthermore, in
transitioning from current commodity devices to futuristic platforms, designers can
also couple them to offer novel interactions that mitigate the limitations of each
single platform. For example, by coupling mobile devices and AR glasses, designers
can extend the limited output space of the mobile devices while allowing to use
touch interaction for manipulating virtual contents shown on the glasses [47]. This
approach not only retains the interaction modality of each device and could also
elicit compound approaches. As users’ mental models are argued by Craik [24]
to be developed through users’ interaction with the external world, this approach
should thus allow their mental models to inherently shift from the current interaction
paradigm to the future one. Furthermore, effects of such transitional compound
modalities on users can benefit manufacturers in perfecting their products. Therefore,
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when a disruptive interaction paradigm is introduced, besides the efforts needed
to make it mature, I believe that innovations on existing infrastructure are also
comparably important to warrant an inherent shift of paradigms. Furthermore, I
hope my reflections developing transitional interactive technologies will offer HCI
research another perspective in evaluating contributions in the field as well as in
reducing the gap between academic research and HCI practice.
5.8 HCI research with industrial involvement
In this final reflection, I would like to share some insights relevant to my research
context. As mentioned in the beginning, my doctoral research started with the
MERCO project - a research collaboration between academic and industrial sectors
with different outcome expectations based on their business. As one of the primary
research contributors, at the end of the project I successfully delivered expected
outcomes for both sectors. For industrial partners, the prototype of DigiMetaplan
was used as a demonstrative application in the meeting-support ecosystem of AVS
Systeme AG (see Figure 5.2). Besides that, Ericsson AB continues further integrating
new features into the concept of DigiMetaplan to employ it as a remote collaboration
solution at the company. Overall, MERCO was validated as a successful research
project by Vinnova 2, the Swedish funding agency. I also fulfilled the expected
outcome from academic perspectives with Paper A, which provides HCI scientific
knowledge on the effect of workspace awareness on hybrid teams. These are also
representatives of typical expected outcomes in research projects with involvements
of the two sectors. Hence, to achieve successful results from such projects, it is
extremely important for researchers to ensure that their industrial partners will
receive expected outcomes (e.g. the prototypes of the research), which were developed
based on theoretical insights of the academic researchers. These expected outcomes
might be contradictory to each other, due to typical differences in technological
assumptions of the two sectors. While academic research tends to look towards the
future, assuming on the availability of technologies that still have not existed yet,
industrial sectors are typically reluctant to “homebrew” laboratorial technologies due
to their high uncertainty to be employed in their businesses. On one side, academics
might perceive such differences as limiting their research freedom. On the other
hand, I see this as an opportunity to bring academic research closer to the reality.
Colusso et al. [23] surveyed main reasons why academic research is typically
not approachable to HCI practitioners. One of the reasons pointed out was that
academics tend to provide general theories, which are usually not applicable to
realistic design projects that are most of the time context-dependent. However in
my experience, our industrial project partners were quite progressive in adopting
novel technologies and rather active to attend academic and commercial technology
events. Therefore, I believe that when companies are still struggling with a certain
problem, it is very likely that academic research is still missing some pieces of solution
to address it in their particular context. For that reason, research collaboration
2https://www.vinnova.se/en/
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Figure 5.2: DigiMetaplan was showcased by AVS as an application in the meeting-
support ecosystem of the company.
between academia and industry would help academics gain more insights into what
knowledge is essentially needed by practitioners in their given context, making their
design guidelines and recommendations more applicable and actionable. Furthermore,
collaborating with the industrial sector also provides academic researchers insights
into actual user practices that might be typically dismissed in academic literature,
which typically focuses on generalization. For example, in this thesis, I explored
creative problem-solving in structured teams, which is quite common in actual
practice but not adequately considered in academic research. The studied subjects of
HCI are interfaces, which can be used by millions of people all over the world everyday.
HCI findings, especially the ones based on commodity hardware, if proven useful,
can be easily implemented and released to millions of users in a short time-frame.
Thus, making HCI knowledge applicable by practitioners is crucial as it will help
the field maintain its pragmatic values that it is supposed to provide. Thus, even
though findings in HCI research with involvement of both sectors may be considered
niche, they are still needed to advance the field.
On the other direction, academic research also benefits industrial project partners
in such collaborations. Research collaborations with academic institutions often
have higher levels of technological novelty compared to existing infrastructures in
companies. Such novelty also comes with risks and needs to be extensively studied
to aid the companies in deciding whether they should integrate them into their
business. Managers usually consider well-justified data to make decisions on any
new features of a product [23]. However, sometimes, due to the companies’ business
models, they do not have appropriate research labour to carry out such activities.
Thus, collaborations with academia will help them mitigate such issues. Academic
researchers often need to comply with scientific standards required by publication
venues or academic committees. They thus can provide more reliable evaluations,
helping reduce risks in companies’ decision-making process.
In short, due to the pragmatic nature of HCI, the existing gap between academic
research and actual design practices needs to be reduced. To achieve that, collabora-
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tive research between academia and industry should be fostered to improve knowledge
exchange between the two sectors and to harmonize theoretical and pragmatic aspects
in the HCI community.
Chapter 6
Outlook: Virtually Extendable
Slate
In this part, I would like to provide my vision on how the designs included in this
thesis can be synthesized in a system that can provide rich workspace awareness to
support nomadic workers to efficiently collaborate with their peers in the future.
6.1 Motivation
This thesis has introduced interface design approaches that leverage non-verbal
cues such as hand gestures or gaze to improve workspace awareness in remote
collaboration using personal computers such as laptops and tablets. However, despite
having powerful features, such personal computers encounter certain limitations
that cannot be sufficiently addressed by software-based solutions only. For example,
even though GazeLens could improve gaze interpretation in video conferencing by
leveraging the entire space of a personal computer’s screen, the relatively small screen
size makes it difficult to align the satellite worker’s gaze with targets in a much
larger physical space on the hub’s side. For instance, with hub coworkers sitting close
to the two sides of the hub’s screen, the satellite worker’s gaze conveyed through
GazeLens could not be interpreted correctly by hub coworkers. This is because the
field of view of the satellite worker on his/her screen is much narrower than the field
of view formed by the hub’s screen and the hub’s coworkers sitting closest to its sides.
This mismatch between the shared workspace and the satellite worker’s screen size
might also cause similar problems in conveying the satellite worker’s gaze in other
remote collaboration settings, for example in the setting where a satellite worker uses
a laptop or a tablet to collaborate with remote coworkers who are working on a large
display. In remote collaboration on large displays (e.g. data analysis, emergency
response, crisis management, etc.), settings typically assume symmetric hardware
setups, i.e. there are large displays on all sides of the collaboration. Although such
settings could convey the remote collaborator’s gaze effectively due to the consistent
presentations of the shared workspace on all sides [4, 5], they could hinder the
participation of satellite workers, who typically do not want to be constrained by
such stationary hardware setups.
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To improve the interpretation of the satellite worker’s gaze in aforementioned
asymmetric settings, it is necessary to have a mobile solution to extend the satellite
worker’s display. To achieve this, I envision a concept called VXSlate (V irtually
eXtendable Slate) that utilizes an MR/VR headset to virtually extend the screen
space of a personal computer. Even though MR/VR headsets are currently not
commodity devices, the continuous improvement efforts of manufacturers promise
off-the-shelf gadgets of these technologies in the near future. Besides that, as these
devices can allow any individual to work with high-resolution and large-scale contents
without the need of bulky physical large displays, they could be massively adopted
by nomadic workers when the technologies mature, making asymmetric mobile-large
display remote collaboration settings more efficient. However, these technologies also
suffer certain limitations related to their interaction modalities. One of the most
obvious limitations of users’ interactions when wearing MR/VR headsets is that users
currently need to rely either on handheld remote controllers or in-air gestures, which
can lead to fatigue and Gorilla arm effects [63, 132] in long-term use due to the lack
of sufficient counter-forces as when interacting with physical objects. In the context
of remote collaboration, the current form factor of those headsets makes it difficult to
capture unmediated facial expressions of the satellite worker to be displayed on the
remote side. Thus, in remote collaboration with collaborators wearing these headsets,
remote collaborators are still typically presented by 3D avatars, which can reduce
the personal engagement between collaborators due to their low realism compared to
the collaborators’ actual images. By coupling a commodity tablet with an MR/VR
headset, this might be mitigated. A tablet can offer an interactive surface where the
user can perform touch interaction to manipulate virtual objects seen through the
headset, avoiding the Gorilla arm effects. Besides that, while holding and interacting
with the tablet, its built-in front-facing camera can capture the facial expressions of
the user to be shown on the remote side. By strategically placing the virtual content
seen through the headset according to the orientation of the tablet, this combination
can also effectively convey the user’s gaze on the shared workspace. In the next
section, I will provide the detailed design of the VXSlate concept and how it can be
integrated into remote collaboration.
6.2 VXSlate design
Using VXSlate, a satellite worker will view a virtual replica of his/her collaborators’
large display (the shared workspace) in a virtual environment seen through a VR/MR
headset that he/she is wearing. This should provide the user high-resolution images
of the shared workspace using a compact hardware setup. The satellite worker
interacts with the shared workspace via touch interaction on a mobile device (here,
a tablet) held in his/her hands. This approach should reduce the Gorilla arm effect,
thanks to the counter force the satellite worker’s hand will receive from the tablet’s
screen during the interaction. However, VXSlate does not map the screen space of the
tablet to the entire shared workspace as it might lead to imprecise interaction when
mapping a small space to a much larger one. Instead, VXSlate maps the tablet’s
screen space onto a relatively small portion of the shared workspace, expectedly
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Figure 6.1: VXSlate concept: The satellite worker views a large display virtually
through a VR/MR headset, interacts with it using touch interactions on a tablet.
Touch interactions on the tablet will be mapped onto a virtual replica, called
virtual pad (yellow rectangle), which can be positioned by the satellite worker’s
gaze (the dashed white line ended up at the white circle in the center of the virtual
pad). Touch points on the tablet will be accordingly highlighted by red circles on
the virtual pad. Images of the satellite workers’ are captured by the MirrorTablet
hardware mounted on the tablet and overlaid on the virtual pad.
providing more precise interaction due to less asymmetric mapping of interaction
spaces. This interactive small portion of the shared workspace will be briefly referred
to as “virtual pad” because it can be considered as the virtual presentation of the
tablet that the user is holding. The virtual pad is depicted as a rectangular area
on the shared workspace having the same dimension ratio (but might have different
scales) as the tablet screen (illustrated as the yellow rectangle in Figure 6.1), where
the satellite worker’s touch interaction on the tablet screen will be mapped to. With
this, the satellite worker can perform various manipulations on the shared workspace
within the virtual pad using single- or multi-touch gestures such as object translation,
scaling, rotating and even sketching.
Using the aforementioned approach, in order to allow the satellite worker to
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interact with the entire shared workspace, he/she needs to be able to change the
location of the virtual pad on the entire shared workspace effectively. Navigation
of the virtual pad should be performed seamlessly, causing as little interruption
as possible to his/her workflow and can be achieved at a relatively fine-grained
level. To achieve this, VXSlate mainly facilitates the satellite worker’ gaze combined
with his/her touch interaction on the tablet. Gaze has been shown to be a primary
indicator of a person’s intention and coordination [106, 66]. When a person is about
to interact with a subject, he/she will gaze at it before making the action [115].
Leveraging this, VXSlate couples the position of the virtual pad on the shared
workspace with the satellite worker’s gaze. When the satellite worker looks at a
location on the shared workspace, the virtual pad will be positioned there, with
its center at the intersection between the user’s gaze and the shared workspace
(illustrated as the white circle at the center of the virtual pad in Figure 6.1). This can
be easily achieved thanks to the gaze tracking feature available on many consumer
VR/MR headsets. At the moment, most headsets provide coarse gaze information
of the wearer, conveyed through head-pose tracking. However, current technology
developments 1 2 promise eye-level gaze tracking to be soon available on consumer
headsets, supporting fine-grained gaze tracking ability. As human gaze is typically
sacchading, VXSlate adopts an approach for gaze interaction on large displays
proposed by Turner et al. [142] to stabilize the virtual pad. More specifically, the
virtual pad’s position will only change when the satellite worker’s gaze is outside of
it, otherwise it remains unchanged. Although using gaze can be an efficient approach
for the satellite worker to quickly shift his/her attention between areas that are
far away from each other, using gaze for precise positioning can be tedious. The
reason is that gaze fixation is quite sensitive to movement, thus forcing the user to
precisely shift his/her gaze within a small distance can be physically demanding.
VXSlate complements this by allowing the satellite worker to move the virtual pad
around its current position by using touch gestures on the tablet, while his/her gaze
is still within the virtual pad. More specifically, the user can perform a two-finger
translation gesture to manually shift the position of the virtual pad. This gesture
can be differentiated from one-finger translation which is commonly used to move
contents within a workspace, while still being sufficiently similar to the latter to
be remembered easily. Furthermore, VXSlate also allows the satellite worker to
enlarge or downsize the virtual pad in order to expand or shrink the interaction
area for quicker or more precise manipulations, using touch gestures on the tablet.
The satellite worker can hold the thumb finger of the hand gripping the tablet as
an anchor and move two fingers of the other hand to linearly resize the virtual pad.
This gesture can be distinguished from two-finger pinching gestures, typically used
for scaling contents on the screen; and still possesses certain similarities to be learnt
easily.
VXSlate allows a satellite worker to distantly work on a large shared workspace
through his/her tablet. In this way, the satellite worker’s attention will focus on
1https://www.cnet.com/news/the-eye-tracking-htc-vive-pro-eye-is-a-sign-of-vr-
to-come/
2https://imotions.com/biosensor/eye-tracking-vr/
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the shared workspace while the tablet will act as a touchpad. Due to his/her hand
posture while holding the tablet, which is often rather low to avoid fatigue, hand
gestures on the tablet are not always visible within the user’s field of view while
looking at the shared workspace. This implies that VXSlate needs to provide the
satellite worker an adequate awareness of his/her hand position on the tablet to
avoid incorrect or unintentional touch interactions. Although the tablet’s screen can
capture the satellite worker’s touches, it cannot capture his/her hands when hovering
on it. For object manipulations such as translation, scaling or rotating. this lack
of visualization of a hovering hand might not be significantly problematic as the
satellite worker can fix mistakes rather easily. However, for other manipulations such
as precise selections or sketching where mistakes could require a significant effort
to mend, that issue might cause large mental and physical workload. Therefore,
to support the satellite worker to more easily locate their hand on the interaction
space, I believe that it is important to capture his/her hovering hand gesture above
the tablet and present it on the virtual pad accordingly. To achieve this while
maintaining a compact, lightweight and mobile hardware setup, the MirrorTablet
hardware can be attached to the tablet. As MirrorTablet can only capture 2D images
of the hand, but not the depth information, VXSlate shows highlighters, in shapes of
colored circles, at touch locations to allow the satellite worker to better differentiate
between hovering and touching hands. Finally, hub coworkers of the satellite worker
can be represented using the content-over-video approach of ClearBoard so that the
satellite worker can be aware of different spatial communication cues of them, such
as gaze or pointing gestures.
In short, to support a satellite worker to work efficiently on a high-resolution
large display using a mobile hardware setup, VXSlate combines gaze tracking of a
VR/MR headset with touch interactions on a commodity mobile device to distantly
manipulate virtual contents using small-scaled multi-touch gestures. This interaction
technique is expected to result in higher manipulation accuracy and to cause less
fatigue to the satellite worker’s arms. These advantages promise the satellite worker
the ability to perform various tasks that need high-resolution large displays to be
accomplished efficiently due to complex manipulations such as object translation,
scaling, rotation or sketching. Such tasks can be found in different scenarios such
as crisis management [19, 121], data exploration[123] and imaging diagnosis [122].
Moreover, the design of MirrorTablet can acquire not only images of the satellite
worker’s hands but also his/her face. Thus, VXSlate can also capture various non-
verbal communication cues such as hand gestures, gaze or facial expressions. These
are important expressive factors for tele-communication, making VXSlate beneficial
for remote collaboration. The next section describes the concept of a collaborative
system that makes use of VXSlate.
6.3 Integrating VXSlate into remote collaboration
When a satellite worker in VXSlate holds a tablet, his/her face can be captured by
the tablet’s built-in camera and shown on the side of their remote peers, for example
the hub’s coworkers. First, this provides the hub’s coworkers unmediated facial
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Figure 6.2: Integrating a satellite worker using VXSlate into remote collaboration
on a large display with a hub coworker. The video feed consisting of the face of
the satellite worker can be captured by the MirrorTablet hardware and positioned
on the hub’s large display so that his gaze will be aligned with the targeted
artifact. Images of his hand can also be captured by the MirrorTablet hardware
and overlaid on the large display at the area of interaction. An animated robot
arm visualization is used to link the satellite worker’s face video feed and his hand.
The content-over-video metaphor of Clearboard [68] is used to mitigate occlusions
of the video feeds to artifacts on the shared workspace.
expressions of the satellite worker, warranting representational realism. Second, the
direction of his/her gaze while looking at the shared workspace, in relation to the
camera, can be used to convey his/her visual attention, using a similar mechanism to
the one of GazeLens. By knowing the looking gaze direction of the satellite worker on
the shared workspace as well as his/her position in the virtual environment, the video
feed of him/her, captured by the tablet’s camera, can be strategically positioned on
the physical large display on the hub side so that his/her gaze in the video feed will
be aligned with the targeted artifact (as seen in Figure 6.2). In this way, the satellite
worker’s gaze conveyed through VXSlate should be more accurate than through the
GazeLens interface, as the satellite worker’s field of view in the former is much larger
than in the latter. Besides that, the relative position of the tablet to the satellite
worker’s head can also be tracked (for example, using light-weight technologies like
TrackCap [100]), to better calculate the position of the video feed, providing more
correct gaze interpretation. Apart from that, images of the satellite worker’s hand
captured by the MirrorTablet hardware can also be overlaid on the shared workspace
on the hub’s side at the corresponding area. This can help hub coworkers be better
aware and comprehend what the satellite worker is doing on the shared workspace.
Although the MirrorTablet hardware allows VXSlate to present unmediated facial
cues and hand gestures, those cues are separated due to the limitations of the tablet’s
camera. Figure 6.2 illustrates this issue where only the upper part of the body and
parts of the hands on the tablet screen can be captured and displayed separately.
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This fragmented representation of the satellite worker might cause additional efforts
of the hub coworkers to interpret his/her spatial attentions as they need to find
a link between two dispersed visual components. Therefore, to reduce the arising
mental effort, visual links between the two components are needed to help the hub
coworkers to explicitly understand the connection [146]. While some previous work
chose to distort a body part of the satellite worker [61], this might lead to unpleasant
experiences due to the uncanny valley problem [134], where the appearance of a
representation which looks almost, but not exactly, like real human beings, causes
strangely familiar, eerie feelings and revulsion to the viewer [67]. Thus, the visual
link between the two visual video feeds of the satellite worker can be in a shape that
does not resemble a human appearance, such as an animated robot arm as illustrated
in Figure 6.2. I hypothesize that this cyborg-like representation not only helps hub
coworkers effectively maintain their awareness on the satellite worker’s activities on
the shared workspace, but also provides more joyful experiences of the collaboration.
Moreover, I believe that VXSlate is a complement to expand the interaction space,
and further how a nomadic worker utilizes a mobile tablet for remote collaboration.
Depending on the task, the nomadic worker can choose to use the setup that is the
most convenient to his/her context. For example, when the task does not need a
large shared workspace, for example in document co-editing or pair programming,
the shared workspace can simply be shown on the tablet’s screen. Otherwise, when
there are several artifacts on the shared workspace such as in structuring pages of a
document or discussing different design concepts, the nomadic worker can choose to
enlarge the shared workspace and he/she can fully view it through his/her VR/MR
headset. Likewise, the practices of using multiple displays in an office context can
also be digitized by VXSlate where the nomadic worker can work with the main
window on the tablet screen and arrange other windows virtually around. I believe
that this will significantly improve the work efficiency compared to being limited to
only a tablet which is difficult to work with multiple windows due to the limited
screen size. Similar mechanisms in leveraging gaze as in GazeLens as well as in
capturing hand images using MirrorTablet hardware can be utilized to let remote
collaborators know which window the nomadic worker is currently working on or
looking at. All of these put together open a future where nomadic workers would
almost have no limit to perform remote collaboration anywhere in any tasks with
a wide range of complexities. Most notably, that can be done using a remarkably
compact hardware setup that all can even easily fit into a small backpack.

Chapter 7
Conclusion
The pieces of work included in this thesis provide different contributions, targeting
various workspace awareness aspects in remote collaboration. However, to provide
readers concise take-away messages, the contributions can be regarded from the
following high-level perspectives.
7.1 Implications for HCI practitioners
This thesis provides multiple insights into the effects of workspace awareness cues
on remote collaboration, that can be considered by HCI practitioners (designers,
researchers) in designing future systems or for further studies.
In distributed teams consisting of multiple roles and following structured collabo-
ration processes, it is important to provide team members awareness tools according
to their roles and depending on current activities in the process. As shown in
one of the studies in this thesis, using tools designed following this consideration,
participants behaved consistently with their expected behaviors in conventional
settings, regardless of their limited experience with the used methods. Contrasted to
unexpected issues in the literature caused by inappropriate individual accessibility
to workspace awareness tools, this can be considered as a solution for collaboration
dynamics of distributed teams. Nevertheless, as this design consideration is inspired
by structured collaborative methods that prioritize a team’s global performance over
individual flexibility, designers should take into account the desired outcomes of the
team’s collaboration for appropriate application.
In certain contexts, better workspace awareness might not outweigh its cost
to user experience. As demonstrated, although unmediated hand gestures were
beneficial in remote collaboration on familiar tasks, their occlusive representation on
mobile devices could lead to users’ dislike. This suggests two design considerations:
First, on small-size displays, it is important to foster the use of mediation that
offers behavior-consistent and less obscuring representation than unmediated forms.
Second, lightweight and simple workspace awareness supports might be sufficient for
users with high levels of familiarity to the task and when the sense of presence is not
critical to the collaborators.
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Instead of requiring additional display hardware as commonly found in the
literature, the thesis demonstrates that the screen space of a conventional laptop
can be leveraged to improve unmediated gaze interpretation in remote collaboration.
This approach can be also leveraged in other shared workspace setups rather than
horizontal tables as in our study. For example, combining the spatial metaphor
of GazeLens with suitable positioning of video feeds, designers can convey the
unmediated gaze of a mobile user towards artifacts on a large display in an asymmetric
collaboration setting between an individual using a personal computer and a team
working with a large display. Considering this design insight, designers can provide
lightweight approaches for facilitating gaze awareness in remote collaboration.
Panoramic videos are a potential medium that promises different applications to
support workspace awareness. First, the thesis demonstrated how a panoramic video
can be used as a low-cost approach to construct a virtual environment that is spatially
consistent with its corresponding physical space, thus allowing remote people to
interpret activities of their co-workers in relation to the shared workspace. Besides
that, the thesis also showed that a suitable placement and adaptive resegmentation
of a panoramic video, leveraging the form factor of the display device, can improve
gaze interpretation in video conferencing.
The thesis proposed concepts and prototypes of systems for supporting workspace
awareness. Although a number of studies have been conducted to investigate certain
venues, I believe that the described systems could serve as platforms for further
studies on other aspects such as users’ attentions in different types of collaboration,
effects of unmediated gaze in collaborative tasks or effects of hand visualizations on
small-screen devices.
7.2 Implications for users, manufacturers and de-
velopers
All designs presented in this thesis show that commodity devices still possess sig-
nificant potential to be further exploited to support remote collaboration. HCI,
as a field of science, has been argued to focus on the future, designing interfaces
with assumptions on the availability of currently non-existing technologies. However,
that may also hinder the transfer of academic research to HCI practices, due to
the mismatch between hardware infrastructures of the two sectors. Therefore, the
designs leveraging off-the-shelf hardware as presented in this thesis could assure
more approachable research results to gadget manufacturers. It should be easy for
manufacturers to integrate those results into their products, primarily to set out their
competitive strengths on the market as their products may offer better interactions
and user experience. Furthermore, such adoptions will help users get acquainted to
forthcoming interaction modalities, supporting a seamless paradigm shift towards
the future, when specialized hardware matures.
To better foster workspace awareness in remote collaboration, awareness supports
need to be better integrated into computing ecosystems. The problem with gaze
unawareness in video conferencing shows that established design considerations such
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as leveraging video feed positioning to correct conveyed gaze are still poorly employed
in commercial products. From the perspective of developers, this can be understood
because such design considerations can lead to interference with design principles of
interfaces on commodity computers. To address this, more efforts both from research
and production parties are needed to develop new interface standards that allow
better adoptions of research outcomes, effectively changing users’ habits and thus,
improving communication in remote collaboration.
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